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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to examine how variations in conversant speech style
affect the dynamics of conversational behaviour. Three key issues are addressed. Firstly,
given that women and men have been shown to differ in speech style, how do
I~

conversants respond to these different styles of speech? In other words, to what extent
does one conversant's speech behaviours influence the linguistic responses of the other
interlocutor? Secondly, do these reactions to conversant speech behaviours depend on

',>

the gender of the respondent? Finally, in what way does conversant speech style change
I ·~

'I

.,

as a function of conversational context and duration?
Experiment 1 investigated the impact of confederate speech style on the speaking
time, interruption frequency, minimal response frequency, and reduced eye contact of
conversants. This experiment further examined participants' convergence towards the

'•·

speech behaviours of confederates and the relative influence of confederate behaviours in
predicting participant speech behaviours. To examine this, four female and four male

·f',

confederates were trained to employ a facilitative and a non-facilitative style of speech in
interactions with 64 other university students in same- and mixed-sex dyads. Two
"'

different topics were specified and counter-balanced across gender and conversational
style. The results indicated that confederate speech style, and not confederate gender,
was most likely to predict participant behaviour in conversations. Participants who
conversed with a non-facilitative partner spoke less, offered fewer minimal responses,
interrupted more, and looked away more than participants who conversed with a
facilitative partner. Subtle differences in how women and men responded to confederate
behaviour were demonstrated. Male participants appeared more reactive to the speech

----------~--.-----

IV

style of the confederate than did female participants. For example, males increased their
minimal response frequency when they spoke with a facilitative female confederate,
:

':~

whereas female participants maintained a similar frequency of minimal responses
! t)>

(

regardless of speech style or confederate gender. Regression analyses revealed that
mcreases m confederate speaking time were related to significantly less speech by

·-~

females, more frequent instances of looking away by females and increased interruptions
''

by males. Speech accommodation to interruptions was evident by all participants,
,c.~

whereas speech accommodation to minimal responses was demonstrated only by male
>

I

(~

participants to facilitative female confederates.
Experiment 2 further examined the relationship of gender and speech style using
naturally occurring variations in speech style rather than the manipulated speech style of

'l

trained confederates. 48 women and men between the ages of 30 and 60 years of age
each participated in one same- and two mixed-sex dyadic conversations with no topic
restraints imposed. When participants were categorised on the basis of high or low
,;.

minimal response frequency, we observed other behaviours concomitant with this
categorisation and unrelated to gender. Further analyses showed that women and men
differed in how they responded to specific speech behaviours of their conversational
partners. The results suggested that women and men might differ in their interpretation
i•

of their speaking partner's speech and in the functions specific language devices serve in
conversation. For example, it appeared that female participants in this experiment were
interpreting minimal responses during conversation as verbal reinforcers offering
encouragement to talk. It was also evident that, across the three conversations, women
and men gradually shifted in their speech style towards patterns noted in the literature.
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By the third conversation, men talked more than women and took longer turns; women
...

used more frequent minimal responses; and men marginally reduced their frequency of
questions.
Together, these results suggest that the speech style of conversants is a more
reliable predictor of participants' speech behaviour than the gender of the conversant.
Individuals who were paired with a facilitative conversational partner talked more than
individuals paired with a non-facilitative partner, regardless of their gender. The results

>

further demonstrated subtle differences in how women and men responded to the
behaviour of their conversational partners. Further implications of these findings and
future directions of gender and language research are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
I>

'"
GENDER AND LANGUAGE: AN OVERVIEW
;<
I)"

Prelude to Introduction

"

Although gender is a category based on a physical or biological criterion, it is not

.\

_,

equal to that. The use of certain language forms and the performance of certain

.

behavioural patterns are closely associated with a person's gender identity more so than
their biological sex. 1. That is,

.\

"'

Gender is a psychological state that reflects the inner sense of oneself as being

,,

male or female. Gender identity is based on culturally determined sets of
attitudes, behaviour patterns, and other attributes usually associated with

'I

·'r

masculinity or femininity (Kaplan, Sadock & Grebb, 1994 p. 682).
Therefore, gender, like culture, is potentially a fluid concept that changes and evolves

>.

c?'

with time. For example, in earlier generations it was considered emasculating for a

q.

husband and father to be involved in domestic duties around the home or to be involved
v

in the day to day rearing of children. The concept of being a father was more closely tied
to the concept of masculine virility and these other patterns of behaviour were not
gender congruent. Whereas, today in New Zealand, the concept of father is changing and
!/

is becoming more closely associated with the social role of fatherhood which

1

The term gender in this thesis is used to refer to the sociological constructs of masculinity (or man)
and femininity (or woman). The terms male and female are used as a biological sexual differentiation.
Having said that, it is not always possible to disentangle the biological from the social aspects of one's
identity as we are inseparably sexual and social beings. For a detailed discussion on sexual and social
gender variability see Kessler's (1998) Lessons from the intersexed.
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2

encompasses both physical and emotional involvement in the rearing of children.

"

Women's roles have also changed. Women are becoming more career oriented but are

.)

also governed by political policies that require women in single parent roles to be
~

v
'f

"
6-,

employed as well as provide for the physical and emotional needs of their children. These
changes have implications for what is appropriate gender behaviour for both men and
women.
There are several authors who consider that New Zealand, in particular, is a very

...

"gendered culture" (Fitzgerald, 1993; James & Saville-Smith, 1989; Metge, 1995).
1--

James and Saville-Smith suggest that New Zealand is "a culture in which the structures

.\

"

of masculinity and femininity are central to the formation of society as a whole" (p. 6).
At the micro level that is undoubtedly the case, particularly in the reality of day to day

t:~

living out of gender roles at the domestic level. On the other hand, New Zealanders, both
:;
.!r

women and men are known for being resourceful, independent and powerful individuals
where almost everything can be fixed with a piece of number eight wire! At the macro

Q-'
6

level, there are countless examples where women are both expected to be and are
accepted as competent and equal to men. For example, New Zealand women historically
were the first women in the world to obtain the right, to vote (even if there were only

't

men to vote for!); in New Zealand a woman was the first to be appointed as Bishop of
'r

the Anglican Church; and more recently a woman has been appointed to the position of
I>

'I

.,_

Chief High Court Judge; and both major political parties have women leaders, one of
whom is the current Prime Minister. Therefore, at one level New Zealand women and
men function in very stereotypical roles, but at another level they break the bounds of
those same roles.

--·---
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Holmes ( 1997) examined gender identity as it was expressed in the telling of
~

stories in New Zealand women's and men's talk. She found that men presented

"

themselves as being "in control, knowledgeable, competent or, ifthings go wrong, as self

~

-aware, sophisticated and reflective" (p. 281 ). On the other hand, women displayed
;>'

evidence of "acting in powerful traditionally 'masculine' ways, as well as evidence of a

'P-

more 'feminine' reflective and somewhat less decisive identity" (p.281). It would appear
"'·
i<

""

then, that New Zealand women and men are very conscious of both living out the more
traditional gender stereotypes as well as diverging from them.

~

There is extensive literature on the speech patterns and preferences of men and

.).

women generally (Holmes, 1995; Lakoff, 1975; 1990; Tannen, 1986; 1990; 1993;
1994a; 1994b; 1995). As these and other authors argue (Aries, 1996), much literature
has used gender as an independent group variable in such a way that individual
"!

differences within each gender group are masked. Males and females have largely been

:r

treated as members of two different homogeneous groups when in fact effect sizes are

..
·'·'

often small (Aries, 1996) due to the degree of variation within each gender group.

·.r

Furthermore, the literature has concentrated on gender per se as being the over-riding

.,.

factor influencing the speech behaviour patterns of women and men, whereas, it is

.,

possible that the person's style of speech is just as likely to be influencing the speech
patterns of conversants. A person's speech style, however, may also interact with the
gender of the conversants.

;I

..,.

It is suggested that speech style co-varies with gender. That is, for example

women might exhibit a more facilitative style of speech, whereas men exhibit a more
non-facilitative style of speech (Coates, 1986; Fishman, 1978; Holmes, 1995). An

4

individual's speech style in any one situation is also likely to be influenced by the status
of conversants and the topic of the particular conversation, as well as the context in

"'
which the conversation takes place (Aries, 1996). The present thesis is concerned with
>-;

>-

ascertaining the possible role of speech style in conversation and the extent to which one
conversant's speech behaviours influence the response behaviours of the other
interlocutor. Speech style in this thesis is defined by specific linguistic measures including

...

minimal responses or backchannels, interruptions, overlaps, questions, and tag questions.
The introduction to this thesis (Chapter 1) serves as an introduction to and an

c)-

overview of issues in gender and language research. This chapter considers the inherent

.\

difficulties in attributing cause to miscommunication between the sexes, as well as a
discussion of the theoretical explanations for gender differences in communication.
I<

Relevant findings in past and current research are also presented. At the end of Chapter
~:r'~

1, an outline of the experimental work which makes up the remainder of this thesis is
provided.

')"

•"
?
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•I
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5
Historical Background
~

Gender differences in communication are often cited as the cause of
·I-

misunderstandings, misinterpretation, frustration, and disappointment in conversations

..
~

y

"
~

between women and men (Tannen, 1990). These differences have been documented in
the conversational interactions of adult women and men (see Coates, 1986, 1989;
Holmes, 1995; Lakoff, 1975, 1990; Tannen, 1986, 1990, 1994a, for reviews) as well as
developmentally in children (Leaper, 1991; Maccoby, 1990; Maltz and Barker, 1982;

"
McCloskey & Coleman, 1992; Sachs, 1987).
I>-

There is little consensus about the exact nature of these differences and thus the

.I

"

differences have been attributed to a differential in social power, status, stereotypic role
expectations, and sub-cultural differences in speech styles. Further to this, however, it is

"
claimed that embedded in the process of gender role assignment and stereotyping there is
:f

~-

a political bias that has rendered women and children invisible (Spender, 1980), and that
ultimately disadvantages women (Lakoff, 1975). In her book Man made language, Dale

~

>
,,.

Spender (1980) points out that this bias is reflected in the way the English language has
been historically formulated and used. For example, the words "he" and "mankind" have
been used in a generic way when speaking about women and children as well as men.

"

Spender rightly claims that this serves to. hide the presence of female persons and
devalues their contribution to society. For example, even when presented in a supposedly

I>

;.1
if

generic context, the words 'man' and 'his' are primarily coded in the memory of both
women and men in the male linguistic category and not the female linguistic category
(Ng, 1990). Such words do not function in a generic manner. Spender (1980) further
suggests that women occupy negative semantic space because that which is female in

6

association deviates from the established male norm and is therefore devalued and
"'-

considered inferior. It is interesting to note the existence of the term "effeminate", which
o}

attributes a pejorative meaning to the presence of feminine attributes in men. However,
'\>

,,_

"
I>

there is no equivalent term for the presence of masculine attributes in women. Neither is
there an equivalent word for "emasculated". Both of these words conceptualise the
contamination or dilution of a man's essential nature, his masculinity. There is no
equivalent concept of defeminisation.

;~

In keeping with this, men are found to punish their sons when they exhibit
~.

4
-,1

"

behaviours associated with feminine attributes (Langlois & Downs, 1980). As children,
boys are often described as "a sissy" or "a girl" when boys exhibit behaviours in response
to their peers that are not adequately aggressive or daring. At this early age, boys and
girls learn that attributes associated with what is 'female' are undesirable. On the other

v-·
'r

hand, when girls display more masculine interests or behaviours they are often described
with admiration or affection as a "tomboy". Further to this, Spender (1980) points out

"<

'"'
•(

'r

that words such as bachelor/spinster, lady/gentleman, master/mistress, actor/actress,
waiter/waitress, are not equitable in meaning. These words make a distinction based on a
sexual bias. For example, a woman described as a man's mistress and a man described as

,.
a women's master are not equivalent in meaning. This indicates that for the English
language words referring to men and women do have quite different associations
/

\

J

l""

depending on a sexual category. The recognition of this imbalance has brought about
some changes in word usage, but the sex bias still persists.
With the rise in the women's liberation movement of the 60's and 70's and the
development of a feminist critique of the role of women in society, many of the

7

assumptions regarding gender role definitions, language use, and · communication
J>.·

between women and men have been challenged. Prior to the rise of feminism, Otto
~

I>

Jespersen wrote a chapter called "The Woman" in his book Language: its nature,

~

development and origin (1922, reprinted in Cameron, 1998). This chapter comments on
"
.-1

,,

some of the observed differences between the preferred speech patterns

C~;nd

general

characteristics oflanguage abilities of men and women. Jespersen stated,
Woman is linguistically quicker than man: quicker to learn, quicker to hear,
,_.

and quicker to answer. A man is slower: he hesitates, he chews the cud to
1.·

.,
.,.

make sure of the taste of words, and thereby comes to discover similarities
with the differences from other words, both in sound and in sense thus

~·-

preparing himself for the appropriate use of the fittest noun or adjective

"'

(p. 236).
4
'r
&

Jespersen also cited that women were;
not only able to read more quickly than men but that they were able to give a

t'
~-

,,

better account ofthe paragraph as a whole ( p. 239).
Jespersen further suggested that because some of the slowest readers were highly

"'
distinguished men, women's success at this exercise was ...
.. .rather than being proof of intellectual power it was rather that with the
quicker reader every statement was admitted without inspection to fill the
'l

vacant chambers ofthe mind ( p. 239).
These comments demonstrate that regardless of the findings, an inherent political bias is
employed in their interpretation. As Mary Roth Walsh (1997) suggests, early scientific
studies set out to prove the premise that the subordinate status of women, people of

8

colour and the poor was prescriptive rather than descriptive. That is, due to their
ir

essential nature ofbeing woman, black or poor, their subordinate status was their natural

4

>

place in the hierarchy of life rather than a consequence of an unequal distribution of

.._

,.

.,

power and resources. It is out of this historical background that research into gender
differences in language and communication between women and men has arisen.

~

Deficit Model of Woman's Language

Since the mid 1970's language and gender research has challenged many of the

.
"'

assumptions about the role of women and men in society as well as the linguistic
characteristics of women's and men's speech. One of the earliest and most influential

•I

pieces of work was Robin Lakoff's book, Language and woman's place (1975). Lakoff
~

identified psychological, lexical and syntaCtical evidence of the way language is used by
women, which as a result marginalises and maintains their relatively powerless position
<r

in society. Lakoffsuggested that both boys and girls first learned "women's language" as

I
-~

·>

their first language, but as boys got older they were ridiculed if they used a "feminine"
style of speech and tended to engage in more "rough" talk. Girls, on the other hand were
encouraged to "talk like a lady".

cl

Women talking like a "lady" appears to place women in a double bind. Lakoff
suggests that,
..,

a girl is damned if she does and damned if she doesn't. If she refuses to talk like
a lady, she is ridiculed and subjected to criticism as unfeminine; if she does
learn, she is ridiculed as unable to think clearly, unable to take part in serious

¢.

discussion: in some sense, as less than fully human (Lakoff, 1973 p. 48).

9

Because women were perceived to occupy subordinate vocational and social roles in
t>

!>

society, their language use was conceptualised as deficient and powerless. Lakoff
compared women's language to "neutral" language. The assumption of society was that
male language was neutral, which of course it is not. Historically, whatever has been

"
associated with men has been standardised as the norm for all language and behaviour
!>

and whatever deviates from that has been seen as less than "normal".
Lakoff (1975) further identified several characteristics of women's speech that

~

{}

have become known as women's language. The subject matter of women's talk is
considered trivial and their concern for detail is because they do not have to make the

.;

real decisions in life. Strong expressions of feelings are avoided and expressions of
}

uncertainty and mitigated speech patterns are favoured as evidenced by women's use of
hedges such as "kind of', "sort of' and tag questions such as "isn't it" at the end of a

•(

y

statement.
However, Cameron (1997) and Gal (1995) suggest that these characteristics are

<\

<}

more part of a symbolic ideal than an empirical reality. This ideal has helped shape ideas
about how women and men ought to speak rather than how they actually do speak. This

v

powerless, uncertain, deferential, symbolic or stereotypical language ideal of how
~

<)

women ought to speak is well established in the perceptions of many women and men,
even if it does take on mythical proportions. For example, Hall (1995) reported that
'woman's language' is adopted and used in the training of transsexuals seeking gender
reassignment and also by telephone sex workers whose market is mainly heterosexual

!>

men.

10

Twenty years on from Lakoff' s description of 'woman's language', there is a
h.-

substantial body of research documenting gender differences in language and behaviour.
lc.

I>

Two main theoretical explanations have emerged and have become known as the

).

theories of difference and dominance.
I>,

Theoretical Explanations for Gender Differences

-'(

:'.-\

Language does not exist in a social vacuum and many explanations for these

"

language differences have been postulated. Two major theories have dominated

~

>-

"

researchers' methodology and interpretation of their results. The first theory, that of the
"cultural" or "difference" approach, was proposed by the anthropologists Maltz and

,;

Borker (1982) and is clearly evident in the research and popular writing of Tannen

-\'

}

(1986;1990;1995). The second, the "dominance" or "power based" theory is suggested

'/.

in the writing of Lakoff (1975;1990), Spender (1980), Coates (1986), Cameron
,·,/

J

(1990;1998), Kramarae (1990), and many others.

[

v

The theory ofculture as explanation for gender differences

~
~

I(

The cross-cultural approach to differences between women and men postulated
by Maltz and Borker (1982) attributed the differences found in conversations between

<;I

men and women to a difference in speech style. These two different speech styles
9'

·'i

originated from the evolution of two distinct linguistic subcultures. This theory was
based on the model of research used by Gumperz (1982) to examine the many problems
associated with cross-cultural communication. Maltz and Borker (1982) and Tannen

'J

(1982) suggested that miscommunication is usually unintended and is a function of this
:~

differential in cultural style as well as the different assumptions associated with each
style, rather than intended bad faith or deliberate male dominance. They argued that men

11

and women are reared in such a way that by the time they reach adulthood they have

.

•.

~

acquired two different cultural norms of communication. These differing styles have been
learned mainly from peers in single-sex play groups, where the norms of friendship are

>-

established.
!.,

Cultural differences can be seen in the social organisation of children's play and

"
"'
;,.

the accompanying differences in the patterns of social interaction. This then becomes a
potential source of adult cross-sex miscommunication (Maltz & Barker, 1982). From the

~

;\

fr

ages of five to about fifteen years, girls and boys have been observed to play primarily
with their own sex and age mates. While girls play with girls and boys play with boys,

'i

they learn to differentiate their linguistic behaviour and social behaviour from the other

.....

·}

sex.

-,1

Girls' play is characterised as being co-operative, and differentiation between
'(
j~

girls is made on the basis of closeness and intimacy, such as telling secrets to a best

'j

friend. Friendship is suggested to be on the basis of equality, mutual commitment, and

.,,

loyalty, and it tends to be exclusive. Within this framework, girls cannot assert social

-r

·r

power or superiority to resolve conflict because it is

aviolation of the ideal of equality.

.,-1

Friendships are formed primarily through talk which is supportive and recognises the

('C

'r

speech rights of others. Girls then learn to use language to create and maintain

\>-

·'l

relationships of closeness and equality, to criticise others in acceptable ways, and to

h

interpret accurately the speech of other girls (Maltz & Barker, 1982).
,;.

Boys' play, on the other hand, is characterised as being competitive, and

-~
"-.

differentiation between boys is made on the basis of status. Friendship is created by
doing things together and is inclusive of larger numbers but is based on a hierarchy of

12
dominance and inferiority, status and victimisation. Dominance is defined as gtvmg

,..

"
[>

verbal commands like "Give it to me", verbal threats or boasts of authority such as "... or
I'll push your face in", as well as refusals to obey orders and an emphasis on winning
verbal arguments. Consequently, boys learn to use language to assert their position of

I•

dominance; to attract and maintain an audience, often through storytelling; and to assert
\>

oneself when others have the floor. A good leader,· however, is acknowledged as the

.

most successful person at skilfully using these devices without being a bully. Men enjoy

,,

the verbal posturing of argument which can become loud and aggressive. Jokes and
stories are highly valued. During this time children are seen to reinforce extreme versions

'1'

of adult stereotypes among their age mates which often have to be unlearned or modified
·1

during adulthood (Maltz & B,orker, 1982).
Thus, it is claimed, women and men learn to use language in culturally different

'I

ways. Women use language to ask more questions as a way to initiate and maintain

(

'y

4

conversation and intimacy. Men, on the other hand, have been observed to use language
that challenges a speaker, and establishes status, rather than making statements of
support. This theory of cultural difference clearly elucidates the nature of two distinct

j

gender identities and the development of sub-cultural beliefs and behaviours associated
\"

·>:

with feminine and masculine ideologies. However, this theory fails to elucidate the
reciprocal nature of culture and gender stereotypes that drive the perceptions and praxis
of differences between women and men. It often down-plays the possibility that gender

·'
:<-

differences emerge as a consequence of stereotypes, rather than a developmental process

;..

..,

driven by the nature of the individual. For example, the two cultures theory does not
take into account that from birth boys and girls are also purposefully treated differently.

----------- --------
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Differential treatment of tbe sexes continues throughout life in sports, religion,
)y

education, family, politics and mass media (Kramarae, 1990). Implicit in this differential
~

)

treatment is a functional social purpose which preserves sex-typed language and

)·

~·
v

,.

behaviour. As Cameron (1995) says, one's gender identity is constantly being worked
out,
.... one is never finished becoming a woman, or a man. Each individual subject

,..._

;..

must constantly negotiate the norms, behaviours, discourses, that define

).-

,,

..

masculinity and femininity for a particular community at a particular point in
history (p. 43).

•i

Viewing conversational interaction differences through a cultural paradigm has

<\-

·I

found a wide audience and a ready identification of the many commonly experienced

..;

difficulties that occur during interactions between men and women. For example, Tannen
I

J
~~

(1990) discusses asymmetries where women and men are often talking at crosspurposes. When women disclose a problem, men generally offer advice and produce

i'
4!~

solutions, when all that women are looking for is to be heard and supported. In these
interactions women's socio-emotional needs are ignored and their self-esteem

1

diminished. When women disclose a problem or complain, they are interpreted as being

~r,

"

unable to generate their own solutions. The men then take a superior position by

)>-

·A:

':"

;

providing a solution. On the surface it appears that the confusion has occurred because
_,,

of different expectations. She expects some understanding. He sees a problem and

~

expects to solve it. However, this scenario also plays out, and reinforces a number of

_,

stereotypical assumptions based on role definitions and hierarchical status. First, the
male's response assumes that the woman is unable to help herself and therefore is

14

dependent on a man to put things right. Neither is the woman intelligent enough to think
of her own solutions. Second, for the man, on the other hand, the illusion is maintained
I>

that men have superior knowledge and are rational and objective (see Crawford, (1995)
for a similar argument).
From a developmental perspective the cultural theory is important because it

~

underscores the importance of early learning in the development of stereotyped
behaviour. Leaper and Anderson (1997) suggest that differences in social norms and
social-cognitive skills "result from children's gender-segregated peer affiliations" (p.89).
In addition, it is likely that prior learning of gender social biases have contributed to the

,,,,

existence of gender-segregated play and these factors together provide some explanation
for the disturbing statistics that indicate the extent of crisis occurring in women's and
men's relationships from early adolescence. Leaper and Anderson (1997) cites evidence
of this crisis including teenage pregnancy, life threatening sexually transmitted diseases,

'Y

and the all too prevalent

p~ysical

and emotional abuse of both children and adults

(Leaper & Anderson, 1997).
In summary, the theory of cultural difference as it is often presented in popular

v
writings such as Tannen (1990) and Gray (1992) does not adequately elucidate the
patriarchal ideology and context which has shaped these two 'cultural styles'. Neither
'A

does it acknowledge that both boys and girls are constantly interacting with the opposite
sex and have the ability to change their style of conversation when doing so. If the
cultural style of male communication has men vying for status and a higher place in the
hierarchy and their use of language is a means to that end, by definition then, if one is not
"one-up" one has to be "one-down" (Wilson-Schaeff, 1985). When men are interacting

15
with women they are likely to behave in the same manner regardless of the presence of a
v

more co-operative linguistic approach that seeks to reduce inequalities of status or

f--

"

power. Whether women are trying to be one-up or not they are forced to be actors in
the hierarchical play for status. In addition to this, women, when interacting with men,

:/~

are often left with a sense of having lost but, on the other hand, unsure what the
competition was.
,,.

;>

Further to this, historically, women per se have been understood to be inferior
beings to men. This view has been actively supported by historical religions embedded in
a philosophical ideology of a patriarchal society. Therefore, because of the theological

<(

and philosophical reality that is attributed to the nature of woman, women have been
·I

considered inferior - not quite fully human - by definition of lower status than men
(Ruether, 1985). The cultural difference theory of interaction between women and men

~/

;

'r
·V

does not acknowledge this power structure within the society where the language and
interaction occurs.
To assume that power and culture are two separate and independent constructs

4

and that culture alone can adequately explain the differences, underestimates the effects
-;

of a social structure based on power and dominance (Uchida 1992). Adopting the theory
i/

that gender differences are cultural differences, leaves the underlying structures

y;!,

)

;,.

~

unchallenged with men reaping the benefits of a language system and a social structure
that does not work for women.
The theory of dominance as explanation for gender differences
As has been previously mentioned, historically, language usage by women has
been viewed as inferior to that of the "normal" or "standard" language usage by men.
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This can be seen in the classic work of Jespersen (1922) where the way women use
language is seen as a deficiency that is attributed to the psychological and personal traits

"

of women. This was challenged in the 1970's when research on language differences

..

)

vt<

"
~

1>--

between the sexes began in earnest. Robin Lakoff's book Language and woman's place
established that it is inequality between the sexes that is reflected in language usage.
Lakoff suggests that the power of assertive speech is available to men but denied to
women.

,._

..

Fishman (1978) considers that while the differential in power and status is a

"

crucial element in language differentiation, it is sex-role definitions in the general social

'"

order that constitute the mechanism by which this differential enters conversation.

~

4

Fishman suggests that for women to be socially acceptable as women they cannot exert

(

social control, but indeed must support male social control. Men in this sense are not
-y'

'r

:r

overtly flaunting power but are reaping the benefits of the power structure inherent in
the sex roles.
To illustrate the powerful effect of socialisation and role definition on individuals

4

and groups of people, one should take cognisance of an experiment that was carried out
-,'

in 1970 in a school in the United States of America in Riceville, Iowl. This was a
jc

unique lesson in discrimination conducted in national "brotherhood" week. A third grade
r

:..(

;-

teacher, Jane Elliott, divided her class into those with blue eyes and those with brown
eyes. For a period of a day, each group had a tum at being the "superior" and the
"discriminated" group. It was found that this effectively simulated a microcosm of

2

This was filmed and made into a documentary called "The Eye of the Storm". A further documentary
based on a reunion with these same children was made in August 1984 called "A Class Divided".
(Video Education Australasia, produced and created by William Peters). WGBH Educational
Foundation (1985)

.
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society in the classroom. Two important findings emerged. Firstly, the behaviour of the
1>-

children changed. Those in the superior group became avid discriminators because of the
)..,

;,_

"

superior role they were assigned. On the other hand, the discriminated group began
behaving in a powerless manner and experienced a sense of hopelessness and

•I

helplessness. Secondly, spelling, math and reading tests were administered before, during

y

and after this exercise. It was found that chil.dren when assigned to the superior group

'c
)>

performed better than when they were assigned to the discriminated group. It was also

"
,..._

found that all children performed at a higher standard after the exercise was over than
they did before the exercise began. This demonstrates the inherent empowering and

'/"

powerlessness experienced psychologically and expressed in performance ability that is
,)

associated with role assignment.
Using the work of Simone de Beavoir (1972), Cameron (1997) again raises the
I
'(
'(

question "Are there women, really?". Her point is, that if one is born female, then one
becomes the kind of social being that society defines as a woman. Cameron further
describes three main paradigms for conceptualising the relationship between sex and

'-1

:r

gender that have been suggested by

M~thieu

(1989). The first paradigm is that of

·I

"homology" where "sex is the foundation on which gender-related behaviour is built".
f>

The second paradigm is "analogy" which rejects the first paradigm and suggests that
¥1

gender is socially constructed roles with variable expectations in different cultures and at
different periods in history. The third paradigm is "heterogeneity" which rejects the two

~;!

previous paradigms. This paradigm suggests that the world is not naturally divided into
I

two distinct groups, women and men, but that this division is historically created to

··-·---~----·-·
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ensure the domination of one group over the other, "In this paradigm, gender constructs
[>-

sex, not visa versa" (Cameron, 1997 ( p.23) italics in original).
k

,_

This last paradigm of heterogeneity suggests a social constructionist approach to
the understanding of gender, Social constructionism is a product of post-modernity and
therefore, holds as its basic tenet that people actively construct their own perceptions of

"

the world. Social constructionism proposes that culture is used as a guide to construct
the social perceptions of how people come to understand the world around them, and

·"

furthermore, how they come to define reality (Beall, 1993). Gender in this sense is
defined as a 'verb', something that we 'do' rather than who we are (Johnson, 1997).
Gender, understood in this way is performative rather than essentialist (Butler, 1990).

J

In summary, the 'two culture' and 'dominance' theories of language both
concentrate on the differences in communication styles between women and men. That
(

is, their gender/sex is thought of as being part of their essential nature, both in a
y

biological and psychological sense, and is acquired through social learning. Gender,
understood in this way is in danger of being seen as something that is stable and
pervasive, an inherent personality trait that resides in women and men and differences in

c)

communication styles are used as evidence of this. This understanding unintentionally
contributes to the limitations placed on women and men in relation to the repertoire of
Y"

behaviours that they can safely engage in and provides reinforcement of the traditional
stereotypes. Feminist researchers suggest that gender be conceptualised as performative,
that is, something that people do rather than what people are (Cameron; 1997;
Crawford, 1995; Johnson, 1997).

··-------~
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The theories of difference and dominance accentuate the differences between
women and men and tend to ignore the presence of similarities. It has been suggested
.,_

that the language differences between women and men are "subtle, few in number, and
gender preferential rather than sex specific" (Fitzpatrick, Mulac, & Dindia, 1995).
· Theory of Accommodation

A third theory that provides some explanation of gender differences, but also
helps explain the many gender similarities in communication is the theory of
'

accommodation. This theory provides an explanation where changes in interactions take
place as a function of context. Convergence of speakers' styles, as well as the divergence
of speakers' styles occur for many reasons.
Accommodation theory holds the assumption that speech style shifts occur to
encourage further interaction and decrease the perceived discrepancies between
conversational participants. Therefore, participants' speech would converge or diverge

(

in the direction of how others in the situation would best receive it (Giles & Smith,
1979). The theory of accommodation has developed from the basic assumptions of four
socio-psychological theories which are; similarity-attraction; social exchange; causal
attribution; and Tajfel's theory of intergroup distinctiveness (as summarised by Giles &
Smith, 1979).

·'

Similarity-attraction theory suggests that similarity of attitudes and beliefs
predicts an increased likelihood that we will be attracted to the other person. Speech
convergence is only one way in which people may adjust their communicative behaviour
to increase both communicative intelligibility and predictability. Convergence, therefore,
may increase one's likelihood of social approval and therefore, the greater one's need for
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approval, the greater the tendency to converge to the other speaker. This theory
emphasises the rewards incurred by accommodation.
:'-

However, social exchange theory suggests that convergence requires increased
effort and a loss of perceived integrity and personal identity. The rewards and costs of a
particular course of action are assessed and the action that is likely to maximise the

.,
chances of a positive outcome and minimise the chances of an unpleasant one is chosen.
A speaker is therefore, more likely to engage in speech acts that incur more potential
('_.,

rewards than costs. For example, the reason given why women, more than men, in the
United States and in Britain adopt more prestigious sounding speech is that upward
convergence may offer more rewards to women than upward convergence would offer

d

men (Labov, 1966; Trudgill, 1974). Engaging in convergent speech acts should,
therefore, incur greater rewards than costs (Giles & Smith, 1979).
Causal attribution theory suggests that we evaluate the motives and intentions of

·r

the speaker regarding the change in behaviour. If the convergence is interpreted as an
attempt to reduce perceived barriers then a favourable evaluation would be made. If,
however, it was perceived that the motive was personal gain then the action of

v

convergence would not be evaluated so positively· (Kelley, 1973).
Intergroup distinctiveness, on the other hand, suggests that individual members
·r-

of groups will find or create dimensions on which the groups differ so that their group
distinctiveness or social identity is preserved or enhanced. It is thus satisfYing to belong
to a group which enjoys some superiority over others. It could be argued that where
group membership is a salient issue, speech divergence may be an important strategy for
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making oneself psychologically and favourably distinct from out-group members (Giles
& Smith, 1979).
:>-

Expectation states theory suggests inequalities in interactions are a function of

the relative status of participants (Berger, Fisek, Norman, & Zelditch, 1977). Perception
of status is dependent on the particular culture and situation. Further to this, expectation
,,

states theory predicts that low status individuals who act assertively risk rejection of
others because it may be interpreted as an attempt to gain status at the other's expense
~

(Meeker & Weitzel-O'Neill, 1977). This different language style that women exhibit,
(that is, different from men) has been attributed to their lower social status (Carli,
1989;1990). Women talk this way because they have inferior status to men. However, as

•I

Carli suggests, caution is needed before concluding that "a particular form of speech is
less powerful simply because it is favoured by women".
These theories offer further insight into the complex nature of communication
'l

between women and men. On the one hand, gender is a distinct group category and
there are benefits to be gained from divergence to maintain the distinctiveness between
feminine and masculine. Men obtain greater rewards and increased superiority in a

~

patriarchal society by not adopting out-group characteristics that might be construed as
feminine.
7·

On the other hand, women and men tend to converge on at least some aspects of
their speech in mixed-sex conversations (Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Fitzpatrick, Mulac &
Dindia, 1995; Mulac, Wiemann, Widenmann & Gibson, 1988). However, men
accommodating to women is less frequent (Coates, 1986). Fitzpatrick et al. (1995)
report that men with more traditional beliefs and a strong masculine sex-role identity
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were less likely to modify their gender-preferential speech when conversing with women,
whereas women's accommodation was unaffected by their traditionalism or their sex~~

role identity. On the other hand, husbands adjusted more to the wife's preferred gender
style than wives to their husband's preferred style3 . As would be expected, a genderpreferential language style was most prevalent in same-sex dyads (Fitzpatrick et al.

"'

1995).
Although it is acknowledged that power, dominance and status issues are present
fy

within the social structure of the English speaking world and that it is inevitable that they
are reflected in language usage between women and men, many studies have been
carried out to try and 'prove' that power and status are the cause of the differences.

<I

However, the dimensions of status and power are difficult to assess and conflicting
results have been obtained. For example, it has been suggested that men use deliberate
linguistic strategies of control during conversations, and particularly in conversations
t(

with women. Evidence for this was that earlier research claimed that men interrupted
more than women and interrupted women in particular (Zimmerman & West, 1975).
However, other researchers failed to reproduce Zimmerman and West's pattern of

";j

interruption behaviours (e.g., Beattie, 1981; Carli, 1990; Dindia, 1987; Kennedy &
Camden, 1983; Roger & Nesshoever, 1987). The use of delayed minimal response
tokens by men were also thought to be used as a means of discouraging the talk of
others and strategically maintaining the speaking floor (Coates, 1986). However, these

3

This may well be explained by the context in that when spouses are talking together on their own it would
be categorised as a 'private' conversation even though others may have access to the content of the
conversation. Holmes(l995) suggests that there is a difference between private and public contexts of
conversation and that men are more in control in the public setting while women are more in control in the
private setting.
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dimensions of status and control have not been captured consistently. On the other hand,
there is some evidence that women provide a greater number of positive and timely
f>.-

minimal responses in conversational contexts than do men (Fishman, 1983; LeetPellegrini, 1980).This would support Fishman's (1978) proposal that women put
considerably more effort into maintaining and facilitating conversation with others than

"

men do.
These three explanations for perceived language differences - culture, dominance

'>

and accommodation theories- have made a major contribution to our understanding of
communication between women and men and have stimulated and given direction to a
large body of research. The study of human language itself has also been the subject of

.:/

much debate and interest. It is to the smaller units of conversation itself, and how these
are influenced by the gender of their interlocutors, that we now tum.
Sociolinguistic Models of Conversation
.,

'/

The earlier structuralist approaches to language viewed language as a closed
system. Language was conceptualised as a series of contrasting sounds that internally
generated meaning within the language structure itself Language was seen as something

·r

separate from, and uninfluenced by, its social context. However, more recently, this
understanding of language has been questioned. William Labov ( 1966) was particularly
c;r

concerned about the social variables that influenced language. The socio-linguistic
approach to language has implications for the way we study gender and language.
Socio-linguistic models of conversation focus on the various components of the
conversation itself, for example, the basic unit of conversation such as the speaking
"tum" and how that is negotiated. The one-at-a-time model of tum-taking in

----·~------~-~---··
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conversation (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974) assumed that one person speaks
while the other person listens. Deviation from this was seen as degenerate and in need of
repair, or as a breakdown in the normal flow of conversation (Duncan, 1973). Turntaking according to this model was defined as the pause or transition-relevant place
between two adjacency pairs in a conversation. Interruptions, which occur as a violation
of this process, were thought to function as a means of gaining speaking turns and
achieving high influence ranking, particularly in small conversational groups (Ng, Bell &
Brook, 1993).
Another form of interruption during conversation is the backchannel or minimal
response. These are brief, simultaneous speech such as "aha", "mmhm", "yeah", "right".
These utterances are not classified as a turn (Roger & Bull, 1988). Minimal responses
indicate the listener's positive attention to, and support of, the current speaker (Coates
1986). Heritage (1984) suggests that the classification of minimal-response tokens as
attention signals underestimates their role during speech. Heritage maintains that they
may serve a complex variety of other functions as well. These other functions include:
acting as newsmarkers, encouraging the person to talk more, indicating that the listener
has undergone a change in their awareness or knowledge, and conveying that the listener
has understood the speaker's communication.
Minimal-response tokens that are delayed, that is, uttered after a pause or not
appropriately placed at the end of a phrase or sentence, may be used as a signal of
attention or disinterest (Coates,. 1986). Some minimal responses are possibly delayed due
to the cognitive processing of the information before a response is offered. This might be
interpreted as attentive in that other facial or body language indicators would likely

---~------~--
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convey interest. Delayed-minimal-responses have been found to be used by men and
occur particularly during mixed sex interactions (Coates, 1986). These appear to
It-

function to signal a lack of understanding or a lack of interest in what the current
speaker is saying. These are thought to function, as do some interruptions, as a means of
controlling the conversation and perhaps reducing the amount that the other speaking
partner talks (Coates, 1986).
The one-at-a-time model of Sacks et al., (1974) accurately describes
conversation that is based on the single floor, where one person at a time holds the
speaking floor and the other person listens. However, not all conversation follows the
rules ofthis model. Edelsky (1993) points out a second model where there are instances
of more-than-one-at-a-time conversation that is neither brief, in need of repair, nor
degenerate. This type of floor is a more collaborative venture where several speakers
build upon the one topic on the floor at any given time. In this instance, interruptions
occur but they are generally not experienced as interruptions because they are not
interpreted as competition to take over the speaking floor, but rather to build on it.
Edelsky ( 1993) found when analysing transcripts of five meetings of a university

.0'

department, that men held forth more and engaged in longer turns on single floors,
which are characterised by the one-at-a-time model of tum-taking. Whereas on
collaborative floors, which are characterised by more interactive and simultaneous
speech, men talked less than they did on single floors. However, women talked even less
on single floors than men did on collaborative floors. On collaborative floors men and
women were found to function more as equals on many dimensions such as joking,
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argumg, suggesting, soliciting responses, validating, and directing. To explain why
women talk less during single floor conversations, Edelsky suggests that,
Singly developed floors characterised by monologues, single party control, and

A'·

"

hierarchical interaction where turn takers stand out from non-turn takers and
floors are won or lost, share features with other contexts in which women have

"

learned they had best not assert themselves (Edelsky, 1993 p. 221).

"
As can be seen, the dynamics of conversation models do differ whether they are one-at,--

..

a-time processes characterised by the use of single floors or all-together-now processes
of conversation that are characterised by collaborative floors. Therefore, interpretation
of communication will vary according to these processes .

.y

Characteristics of Gender Speech Patterns

In past years there has been a concentration on the differences in communication
(

styles that are characteristic of women and men. Some of these differences are in the
actual speech patterns and linguistic devices used in speech, and some differences are

'{

reflected in the differing goals and interpretations of speech that men and women have
regarding the use of language and communication. Women tend to use more discourse

.1

strategies that reduce inequalities: in status and power, and emphasise solidarity. This is

"

achieved by attenuating criticisms and avoiding reproach, as well as giving compliments
and expressing appreciation (Troemel-Ploetz, 1992). They also provide conversational

"
:>

support and encouragement for the other speaker by offering feedback in the form of
minimal response utterances (Coates, 1986). Women tend to use more positive and
negative politeness strategies and polite forms of speech; they also apologise more
(Holmes, 1995). Negative politeness recognises the autonomy of others and avoids

--~~--~-
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intrusion, whereas positive politeness emphasises connectedness and appreciation
,(

(Brown, & Levinson, 1978). Specific linguistic devices have also been identified as

"~

'

being characteristic of women's style of speech such as tag questions, e.g., " It's a nice
day, isn't it?", hedges such as "kind of', "sort of', and disclaimers such as "I'm no

i

...

expert", "I may be wrong but ... " (Carli, 1990; Lakoff, 1975) .
C>

·>

Men, on the other hand, have been characterised by the non-use of these
conversational strategies. They .Jend to be less co-operative contributors to the
conversation of others (Fishman, 1980, 1983) but are eager to hold the floor and control

),

. "'·

the topic of conversation. Speech tends to be more competitive than co-operative with

,J

the use of delayed minimal responses (Coates, 1986) and reduced eye contact with the
'1'

.,

~

conversational partner when they are listening to others (Dovidio et aL, 1988). These
characteristics are experienced by the speaker as signalling a lack of interest in what is

I

,

being said and possibly function to reduce the speaking time of the speaking partner.

"r'

Men tend to use less polite forms- of speech, do not apologise as readily as women and
'"

J

overall are experienced as being less facilitative conversational partners compared to

•.

women (Holmes, 1995).
These general differences between women and men in communication styles are

~·

likely to have a considerable influence on the response behaviours of their speaking
partners. When people engage in conversation they bring to the conversational setting
:>

differences in speaking style, goals, interpretation of communication, as well as their
'>

individual personality and life experiences. For example, if women are more facilitative in

~

'1-·

their conversational style than men, then it is possible that many of these differences that
have been attributed to power, status, culture, etc., have more to do with a speech style

--------
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that co-varies with gender rather than as a consequence of the person's gender per se.
Therefore, it is possible that men talking more is a function of women's more facilitative
style of communication. In this scenario one would expect that a manipulation of speech

"-.
~

styles would alter speech outcome regardless of gender. Further to this, the behaviours
that a person brings to the conversational setting are likely to effect the behaviours of
others in the interaction. Therefore, it is important to understand how a person's

p

speaking style might influence the behaviour of the speaking partner. It is possible that
style and gender interact and that women and men respond differently to the same
~.

behaviours depending on whether they are interacting with a female or a male partner.
Without an understanding of how and why speech style interacts with dyad composition
and affects communication, our conceptualisation of gendered communication is

::J

incomplete. Further research questions are discussed in relation to each of the two
experiments in Chapters 2 and 3.
Chapter Summary

r'

toe

A variety of conceptual frameworks and methodologies have been discussed that
have guided research in the area of gender and language. As has been demonstrated, no
0'

one theory provides an adequate explanation for the perceived discrepancies that are
experienced by both women and men when they interact with one another. The two
culture theory provides a framework of cultural differences between women and men

""

and the dominance theory provides a social critique of the patriarchal context within
which these cultures and stereotypes are developed and maintained. Whereas,

h

accommodation theory contributes an explanation for the shifts that often occur when
people converge or diverge from their preferred styles of speech. The task of this thesis
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is to demonstrate how speech style and dyad composition affect communication. An
adequate conceptualisation of each of these dimensions is necessary in the process of
completing the complex picture of interpersonal communication.

"'
I>

Outline of Studies Presented in this Thesis

The next two chapters describe two experiments in which the relationship of
,>

,,

dyad composition and speech style influence the speech patterns of conversants.
Experiment 1 examined the influence of trained female and male confederates using a
facilitative and non-facilitative speech style. The behaviours that defined the facilitative

J;>,

speech style are said to be more characteristic of women, whereas the behaviours that
defined the non-facilitative speech style are said to be more characteristic of men. We

·J

.,.

examined how these speech styles and confederate gender influenced the speech
behaviours of female and male participants from a university population.
To obtain a better understanding of how women and men of an older age group
respond to the speech context in which they are immersed, Experiment 2 further

r
(y

examined the differences in participants' speaking styles and their effect on participant
behaviour. This time, however, the study was conducted without confederates where the
7

v

speech styles of conversants' had not been manipulated. The results for each experiment
are discussed within individual Chapters (2 & 3), with a general discussion presented in
Chapter 4.

~

~·

.J_

"
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CHAPTER TWO

:.._

EXPERIMENT 1:

I~

Gender and Conversational Style as Predictors
of Conversational Behaviour1

JT

"

Members of most cultures hold beliefs about the typical features that constitute a

"
!>

good woman or man.

These might involve characteristics of gender-based costume,

activities, areas of expertise, social roles in society, and ways of communicating.
-j

Consequently, it is not surprising that language differences between women and men
(>(

have been and continue to be documented. These differences occur in the conversational
(

interactions of adult women and men (see Coates, 1986, 1989; Holmes 1995; Lakoff,

I(

1975, 1990; Tannen 1986, 1994a, for reviews) as well as in those of children (Leaper,

' ,¥
1991; Maltz & Borker, 1982; McCloskey & Coleman, 1992; Sachs, 1987). These

i:

differences tend not to be all or none. Although women offer more compliments than do
'(
~~

men (Holmes, 1995), not all women offer compliments, and some men compliment more
frequently than some women. Moreover, the specific linguistic features that differentiate
females and males are not constant across situational contexts.

~-~

One of the major

challenges for researchers in this area is to understand what these variations tell us about
the origin and maintenance of gender-based language differences.
t.,

1

This chapter is an extended version of Hannah, A., and Murachver, T. (1999).Gender and
Conversational Style as Predictors of Conversational Behaviour. Journal of Language and Social
Psychology, Voll8(2), 153-174.

------·-~-·
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One situational context of particular interest has been the influence of dyad
composition on conversational behaviour. Women and men placed in mixed-sex dyads
A.

alter their behaviour compared to that in same-sex dyads (Fitzpatrick, Mulac, & Dindia,
1>-

1995; Mulac, Wiemann, Widenmann, & Gibson, 1988). Compared to same-sex dyads,
women in mixed-sex dyads speak less (Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Mulac, 1989; see James
tr

.,

& Drakich, 1993, for a review), and increase their use of disclaimers, hedges, and tag

questions (Carli, 1990). One explanation for this situation-dependent behaviour is that in
mixed-sex dyads, but not same-sex dyads, gender acts as a diffuse status characteristic

>i'

(Carli, 1990). Women have a perceived lower status than men, and thus take on a more
tentative and deferential role in conversations with men. But, diffuse status is not the
~(

only influence present in this situation.

Speakers might also change their linguistic

behaviour in response to the speech style of their conversational partner, and speech
style is related to the partner's gender (Fitzpatrick et al., 1995; Holmes, 1995; Tannen,
·'(

1990). To what extent are the changes in behaviour from same- to mixed-sex dyads an

~

influence of diffuse power, and to what extent are they a response to the speech style of
the partner?

y

The influence of speech style on a conversational partner's linguistic
•''

"J

behaviour as a means to explain mixed-gender communication patterns remains relatively
unexplored (but see Fitzpatrick et al., 1995; Bilous & Krauss, 1988). In this article, we

f'

examine the extent to which dyad composition and overall speech style of one person
\'

lead to changes in the speech of the conversational partner.
The evidence for conversational style differences between women and men is
4
t~

substantial. Compared to men, women have been described as more polite speakers
(Holmes, 1995), both in terms of negative politeness, which recognises the autonomy of

•'
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others and avoids intrusion, and in terms of positive politeness, which emphasises
connectedness and appreciation (Brown & Levinson, 1978). Women are generally
A.

more cooperative (Coates, 1989), more socio-emotional in orientation (Gilligan, 1982;

,_

Leaper, 1987), and more facilitating of conversational interaction (Cameron, McAlinden,
& O'Leary, 1989; Holmes, 1995). They perform the bulk ofthe interactional work that

"

maintains a conversation (Fishman, 1977, 1978). Women's conversational goals and
strategies focus on establishing affiliation with their conversational partner, gaining trust,
sharing confidences, and building rapport. Women are more likely to use discourse

~

1>-

strategies that reduce inequalities in status and power and that emphasise solidarity.
They attenuate criticisms and avoid reproach, as well as give compliments and express
appreciation (Troemel-Ploetz, 1991).

They are responsive listeners and considerate

A

speakers who offer frequent and encouraging minimal responses (e.g., "uh-huh,"
"mrnrnrn") (Fishman, 1977; Roger, 1989; Zimmerman & West, 1975) and they use more
!y

indirect forms ofinfluence (Lakoff, 1990).

p

On the other hand, men have been characterised as less cooperative contributors
to the conversation of others, and they are eager to hold the floor and control the topic
'(
t}

of conversation (Fishman, 1977). They tend to use language to establish status and to
gain or convey information (Aries & Johnson, 1983; Tannen, 1990).

Their

conversations are organised arou.nd mutual activities rather than relationships (Aries &

f'
t;T

Johnson, 1983), and compared to women's conversations, they are more likely to involve
bragging, verbal jousting, and mutual insults (Holmes, 1995). Men tend to talk more
+
!>-

than women, at least in formal or public situations (Holmes, 1995; Swacker, 1975;
1979), but they have been found to talk less in intimate relationships (DeFrancisco,

--~-

-~----
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1991; Fishman, 1978). They show delayed minimal responses (Zimmerman & West,
1975) and reduced eye contact with the conversational partner when they are listening
l

(Dovidio, Brown, Heitman, Ellyson, & Keating, 1988), both Qf which may be
)

experienced by the speaker as signalling a lack of interest in what is being said.

'(
{

Compared to women, men tend to use less polite forms of speech, do not apologise as
readily, and overall are experienced as being less facilitative conversational partners.

~

Maltz and Borker (1982) attribute the differences found in conversations

r

between women and men to the evolution of two distinct linguistic subcultures, and

,>

..
"'

suggest that by the time they reach adulthood, women and men have acquired two
different cultural norms of communication. One possible contributor to the development

+

of gender-based linguistic styles is the voluntary gender segregation of children in play
and friendship during the school years before adolescence (Maccoby, 1990). Although

l

~

the endpoint of this development has been expanded by Tannen (1986; 1990), and a

'(

substantial developmental literature exists (see for example Dunn, Breatherton, & Munn,

,..

'
!

1987; Leaper 1991),

~

there is too little evidence on the origins and development of gender-specific speech
y

1

r

The possibility that style differences originate from children's play styles does not

"'

diminish the impact of social power on language. Although the gender-as-subculture
explanation is often placed in opposition to the gender-as-status explanation, they need

+

z
'

styles to firmly support or refute this developmental explanation.

not be mutually exclusive (Crawford, 1995; Tannen, 1994a; Uchida, 1992). The

..

differential in power is a crucial element in language differentiation; however, it is sexrole definitions in the general social order that constitute the mechanism by which this
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differential enters conversation (Fishman, 1978). Fishman suggests that for women to be
socially acceptable as women they cannot exert social control, but rather, must support
male social control. In this sense, men are not overtly flaunting power but are reaping the
benefits of the power structure inherent in the sex roles. Furthermore, Lakoff (1990)
points out that women's language is not a consequence of a real lack of power as much
as it is a "symbolic expression of distance from power, or lack of interest in power" (p.
206). This, in tum, is derived from cultural ideas of how women should think and
behave.
We consider that beliefs about social power play a substantial role in the
differentiation of female and male conversation styles. However, there is a danger in
assuming power to be the main determinant of gender-based behaviour, and then
interpreting any gender difference as power-based without considering alternatives.
Such tautologies can be seen in the treatment of tag questions.

For example, the

assumption is made that women are less powerful than men. Evidence is found that
women use more tag questions than men, or that they use them more with men than with
women. Therefore, tag questions are interpreted as a device showing submission or
tentativeness (Carli, 1990).

In fact, tag questions serve many functions (Cameron,

McAlinden, & O'Leary, 1989; Holmes, 1984). Tag questions can be used to express
uncertainty, to soften the force of a speech act, to encourage participation, to express
solidarity, and to express politeness (Holmes, 1984). The type of tag questions used
most by women are also used by high-status female and male speakers to direct and
facilitate conversation (Cameron et al., 1989).

i

(

i
r
f.

~
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t;;,_

1i

I'i

Although speaker behaviour is influenced by the relative status of speaker and

\

listener, some phenomena attributed to social power might equally be explained as a

)

response to the communicative style of the conversational partner. When women speak

A,

>

1>

differently with men than with women, is this unequivocally because women are reacting

j

'\

1

to their perceived lower status? If some characteristics of women's communication are

"
•

..

)<

influenced more by the specific speech behaviours of their conversational partner than by
the partner's gender, then doubt will be cast upon the assumption that gender differences

I

f
must be status differences.

J
1>-

Speakers are sensitive to many of the behaviours of their conversational partner,

-oi

and alter their speech accordingly. For example, they adapt the formality of their speech,
-f

including speech rate, the use of slang, pronunciation, accent, vocabulary, and

' -t

grammatical complexity to reduce (or increase) the discrepancy between themselves and

/)

their partner (Coupland, Coupland & Giles, 1991; Giles & Smith,- 1979).

When a

·'r

conversation is cooperative and friendly, and there is no incentive for speakers from

' v
"

different speech communities to amplify their differences, the speech of conversants

l

l

~

would be expected to converge during the conversation.

<:j

'<'

(

Women and men tend to converge on at least some aspects of their speech in
mixed-sex conversations (Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Fitzpatrick et al., 1995; Mulac et al.,

.,

\··

~

'"
~t

-(

1988). Both women and men reduce their gender-preferential style in mixed-sex dyads,
and this change is greater for women than for men (Fitzpatrick et al, 1995, but see
Bilous & Krauss, 1988; and Mulac et al., 1988). Fitzpatrick et al. (1995) report that

o~

~

r\-

men with more traditional beliefs and a strong masculine sex-role identity are less likely
to modify their gender-preferential speech when conversing with women, whereas
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women's accommodation is unaffected by their traditionalism or their sex-role identity.
Coates (1986), in a review of the literature, notes that women tend to masculinize their
A.

speech when talking with males, but that the converse, men accommodating to a

>-

feminine style, occurs less frequently. It is unclear why women might accommodate
. more than men. Based on the model of communication accommodation theory proposed

..

by Coupland, Coupland, Giles, and Henwood (1988), potential explanations for
increased speech convergence include that women have a greater need for affiliation and
social approval, a greater concern with promoting communication effectiveness, and less

~
)>

concern about deviating from a gender stereotype.
Accommodation is only one of the many types of conversant reactions to the
!
_,

behaviour of the speaking partner. Research based on basic behaviour principles has
shown that conversational partners who offer encouragement and are attentive and
responsive are more likely to elicit frequent and active participation from speakers in the

'(

conversation (Conger & Killeen, 1974).

When a conversational partner offers little

·cr

encouragement, and appears inattentive, the active participation of speakers diminishes.
It should be noted that it is the conversant's interpretation of their partner's behaviour
'I

?

that is critical to its impact. If a conversant regularly interrupts her or his partner, for
example, the effect on the partner's speech will depend on how the interruptions are
interpreted. The interruptions might be seen to be a consequence of excitement and

\'

heightened interest in the conversation, or they might be viewed as a sign of disregard.
Any single-factor explanation of gender difference in language is probably too
~

-\

simplistic. Current explanations have attributed gender-specific language to a differential
in social power or status, stereotypic role expectation, and subcultural speech styles.
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Given that there are some general differences between the speaking styles, goals, and
interpretations of communication that women and men bring into a conversational
setting, whether based on cultural norms or social power, it is important to understand

'~
1>-

how these might influence the behaviour of the speaking partner.

Without this

understanding, our conceptualisation of how and why dyad composition affects

..
1>-

communication patterns is incomplete. Giles and colleagues (Ball, Giles, & Hewstone,
1985; Giles & Hewstone, 1982) have argued strongly for the need of researchers to
widen their views of speech behaviour. Much research treats speech as the dependent

I,

)>

variable influenced by situational manipulations such as group membership and dyad
composition. Inferences are then drawn about the dynamics of the situation, such as

!"

relative status, that influence conversants' behaviour.

But speakers bring into the

~~

conversational setting their own behaviours, that in turn affect the behaviours of others
in the interactions. Thus, when gender differences are measured in mixed-sex dyads,
r

speakers should not only adapt their speech to the situation, (i.e., diffuse status) but
T

should also be affected by the specific speech behaviour of their partner.
In the present study, we trained female and male confederates to use a facilitative

"
·r

or non-facilitative style of speech. We2 chose to define facilitation by three specific
speech behaviours that were relatively straightforward for confederates to control:
frequency of minimal responses (e.g., back-channels such as "mmm", "uh-huh"),

"
'<''

interruption rate, and frequency of looking away from partner while listening. When
confederates were non-facilitative, they emitted frequent interruptions, delayed and
'\

reduced frequency of minimal responses and periodically looked away while listening.

2

Hannah and Murachver (1999)

!
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r

When confederates were facilitative, they produced infrequent or no interruptions,
frequent and appropriately timed minimal responses, and frequent eye contact while
!,

listening. The behaviours that defined the facilitative speech style are more characteristic

1>-

<

of women, whereas the behaviours that defined the non-facilitative speech style are more
characteristic of men. Compared to men, women show greater rates of minimal

1

responses (Fishman, 1977; Zimmerman and West, 1975) and lower rates of looking
away while listening (Dovidio et al., 1988). Although the use of interruptions is less

,,

clearly linked to gender, there is a general perception that men interrupt women more
)>

than women interrupt men (James & Clarke, 1993).
We then examined how these speech styles and confederate gender influenced

•'
·'i

the speech of female and male participants. Among other measures, the amount of time
participants spent speaking was assessed. Past research indicates that in a number of

(

contexts, women speak less than men in mixed-sex situations (Dovidio et al., 1988;
t.r

Mulac at al., 1988).

The question remains, to what extent does the gender of the

'7

speaker predict the speaking time of the conversational partner, and to what extent does
the overall style of speech predict speaking time? If speaking time differences are due to
""'

.,

women's relatively lower status, then speaking time should not be influenced by how
facilitative the man is during the conversations. Similar to this, the amount of speech by
men should be unaffected by how facilitative the woman is in conversation. On the other

)'

,..

hand, if speaking time differences in mixed-sex conversations are a response to the
degree of facilitation offered by the conversational partner -- a characteristic that tends
,A

'\

to co-vary with gender -- then the amount of facilitation rather than the partners' gender
should best predict speaking time. This leads to the following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 1: Participants who interact with a facilitative confederate will speak

more than those who interact with a non-facilitative confederate.
.!,

Hypothesis 2: Confederate gender will not mediate the effect of confederate

0.

speech style on participants' speaking time3 .
We also assessed whether participants displayed convergence with the facilitative

9
;.

and non-facilitative behaviours of the confederates.

Fitzpatrick et al. (1995) found

convergence on a weighted combination of 20 speech behaviours, ranging from
sentence-level variables to word elements and pauses. We have chosen to examine a

!,
l'

much smaller set of potentially convergent behaviours, namely those that were
manipulated in confederates' speech. To the extent that convergence on these behaviours

·{

,,

occurs, we expected that the frequency of these behaviours produced by participants
would change towards those produced by confederates. Based on prior research, we
predicted that female participants would converge towards the confederate behaviour to

~

a greater extent than would male participants. Thus, female participants should show

'Y

<

heightened use of minimal responses with facilitative confederates and a greater use of
interruptions and looking away with non facilitative confederates. We also tested for the
"r

presence of convergence by conducting multiple regression analyses between
confederate speech behaviours and participant speech behaviours. Convergence would
be indicated by a significant and positive relationship between a specific confederate

!>
\Y

3

l..

,,

This hypothesis might seem at odds with language expectancy theory (Burgoon, 1990; Burgoon &
Miller, 1985). Burgoon and colleagues posit that speakers who violate expected norms are perceived
negatively, whereas speakers who confirm expected norms are perceived more positively. In the present
study, we might predict that participants will respond negatively to female confederates who use a nonfacilitative speech style and male confederates who use a facilitative speech style. Although ratings of
persuasiveness are influenced by the congruence of speaker gender and speech style (see also Carli,
1990), it is less clear whether the measured speechbehaviour on conversational partners in the present
study would be similarly affected.
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behaviour and the same behaviour in the participant. The following additional hypotheses
are suggested:
.J,._

Hypothesis 3: Participants will converge towards the speech behaviours of the

I>

confederates.

(

Hypothesis 4: Female participants will show greater convergence than will male
"'!'

participants. In other words, they will more closely match the behaviours of the
confederate with whom they interact.
~

Using regression techniques, we also examined whether females and males

I>

responded similarly to the behaviours of confederates. Based on the idea that gender
.-'

differences are based in part on different ideas about the rules, functions, and
·l

interpretations of communication for women and men, we expected that the relationship
•(

between confederate behaviour and participant behaviour would be mediated by the
(

participant's gender. For example, when frequently interrupted, some participants might
'(

accommodate by increasing their interruptions, whereas others might respond by looking

(f'

away more often. Because such patterns are relatively unexplored in the literature, we
offer only a very general hypothesis:
?

"

Hypothesis 5: The relative influence of confederate behaviours in predicting

participants behaviours will differ between female and male participants.
<"-

,_

Method

!..

Participants

""
"'

As partial fulfilment of a course requirement, 32 female and 3 2 male introductory
psychology students enrolled at a New Zealand university participated in this study. The
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mean age of the participants was 19 years for females and 20 years 7 months for males.
All participants were naive as to the purpose of the study and were not aware they were
I
·'-.

interacting with a confederate of the experimenter. Eight confederates (4 females, 4

,>·

males) were paid to help in this study. The mean age for confederates was 23 years 10
months for females and 23 years 4 months for males.

"
"'

Confederate Training

Confederates were not aware of the specific hypotheses of the experiment. They
were trained by the experimenters to use both a facilitative and non-facilitative speech

~

·>

style.

The facilitative style consisted of no interruptions, frequent minimal response

tokens, and general eye contact while listening to the speaking partner.

The non-

i

facilitative style contained frequent interruptions, less frequent and delayed minimal
"(

response tokens, and occasional looking away from the partner while the partner was
speaking. Training of confederates consisted of multiple one hour videotaped sessions
y

of practice interactions with each other, followed by viewing and discussion of the

I('

interactions until requirements for each speech style

were achieved.

Confederates

interacted with participants using one speech style after training and then were retrained

,.
!"

and interacted with participants using the second speech style.
Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two speech style conditions. Half

:>

"

of the participants interacted with a confederate who used a facilitative style and half
interacted with a confederate who used a non-facilitative style. Confederate gender was

""
.l,

counterbalanced across speech style condition and gender of participant. Two topics of
conversation, Dunedin and Holiday (Appendix A), were chosen for discussion. Each

-----~-------
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participant discussed both topics, and the order of topics was counter-balanced within
each speech style condition. The Dunedin topic required participants to talk about their
.\

experience of life in Dunedin and at university, and the Holiday topic involved planning a

!r

holiday for a group of overseas students. Conversations were structured in this way to
provide gender neutral topics as well as to decrease uneasiness between the conversants,
,-/

'f

who were strangers.

First and second conversations lasted for 7 and 5 minutes,

respectively. Conversations took place in a laboratory setting with conversants seated
,>·
'
~

opposite each other at a table in a studio room. Confederates and participants each wore
a lapel microphone. Participants and confederates supplied written consent to be
videotaped and audiotaped prior to the interactions and they were given the opportunity

I(

-1

to withdraw from the study at any time. The experimenter explained the procedure to be
followed and withdrew to an adjacent control room where the interactions were
videotaped and audiotaped through a one-way glass. After the second conversation,

'(

participants were fully debriefed.

rr
Questionnaire

After each conversation, a 7-point Likert scale questionnaire was administered
"?1"

where 1 = agree and 7 = disagree. This questionnaire contained 18 items and was used
to obtain participants' observations and impressions of the interaction. There were

f-

,,

several categories of items relating to participant and confederate politeness, directness,
competence, trust, attentiveness, ability to listen, and perceptions of being interrupted
(see Appendix B).

"-,
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Coding
' r

_,
l

Conversations were transcribed and coded by one of the experimenters and a
research assistant. Participants have been found to adjust to the video camera within the

~

first two minutes of conversation (Roger, 1989); therefore, the first two minutes of the
'~

first topic for all conversations was not coded. The coding for each dependent variable

;{

was done on the basis of the following operational definitions: (a) amount of speaking

)<'

.I

time for each participant and confederate, not including minimal response tokens; (b)
"
,'>

frequency of successful interruptions in which the speaker yields the floor before

,.
completing the utterance (Roger, Bull & Smith, 1988); (c) frequency of minimal
response tokens, in other words "aha," "mmm," "yeah." These were defined as any
-{

audible response that was uttered by the listener while the other person was speaking.

-<!

This did not include response tokens used as a precursor to speech, and (d) number of .

~
I'

ty

times the confederate or participant looked away from the speaker while listening.
Reliability

"r

I.

Two coders coded 25% of the transcripts. Percentage reliability was calculated
as agreements divided by agreements plus disagreements. The overall reliability

"1·

'

estimates for minimal responses, interruptions, and looking away instances were 91%,
99%, and 83%, respectively. This last estimate, although acceptable, was lower in part

~

because of the infrequent incidence of participants looking away while listening. The
"'

length of speaking time was calculated with a mean discrepancy of 2 seconds within a 5

~

minute conversation.
--!,

<\
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Results
Confederate Speech Style Manipulations
,\,_

Separate 2 (condition) x 2 (participant gender) x 8 (confederate) x 2 (order of

II.

conversation) MANOVA for

*
"'

frequencies of minimal responses, interruptions, and

looking away while listening were conducted on the confederate data to ensure that the
speech style variables had been manipulated successfully4 . The desired condition effect
was present overall, F (3,30) = 208.80, p < .001, and separately for each of the
manipulated confederate variables. There were significantly greater frequency of minimal

1I·

~

responses in the facilitative condition (M
facilitative condition (M = 25.00, SD

=

=

59. 77, SD

9.17), F (1,32)

=

=

20.90) than in the non-

85.06, p < .001. Similar to

(

this, there were significantly more interruptions produced by confederates in the non'1'

facilitative condition (M = 6.20, SD = 3.26) than in the facilitative condition (M = 0.73,
lj

'(

SD = 1.35), F (1,32) = 317.36, p < .001. Finally, confederates more frequently looked
away while listening in the non-facilitative condition (M = 2.28, SD

=

1.58) than in the

'l'

facilitative condition (M = 0.08, SD = 0.45), F (1,32) = 185.80, p < .001.
D

As expected, there were no significant main effects of participant gender on the

•
·r

three confederate measures. This indicates that both male and female participants were
treated alike.

There were, however, significant individual differences among

•)!

confederates, F (21, 86.69) = 4.30, p < .001. There were significant differences in the
\>

frequency of interruptions used by the eight confederates, F (7,32)
0..

and in the frequency of looking away while listening, F (7,32)

=

=

9.04, p

=

< .001,

6.38, p < .001. These

1-,
~
4

A MANOVA was also conducted using confederate gender rather than confederate as an independent
variable. This revealed no significant effects involving confederate gender on the combined or separate
dependent measures.

~··-·~-~·----
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individual differences were also reflected in a significant Confederate x Condition
'~

~

interaction, F (21, 86.69) = 4.12, p < .001. Analyses on individual dependent measures
showed this interaction for looking away, F(7,32) = 8.14, p < .001 and interruptions,

I>

F(7,32)
<!-

=

3.82, p < .01. Moreover, there was a significant 3-way interaction involving

confederate, condition, and participant gender, F (21, 86.69)

=

2.44, p < .01. Further

i

inspection revealed that this interaction was present only for interruptions, F(7,32)

.

=

7.55, p < .001. Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests showed that confederates were relatively
uniform when they were required to maintain a low frequency of the target behaviour.

I>'

When they were asked to produce more frequent interruptions or instances of looking
,-,

away in the non-facilitative condition, they all increased the frequency of these

1

behaviours, but some did so more than others.

Although participant gender was

0.:

involved in an interaction for interruption frequency, there was no clear pattern that
·i
{

emerged.

One confederate during facilitative conversation interrupted two male

participants more than the two female participants; this same confederate during the
'(

non-facilitative conversation interrupted the two female participants more than the two
\>

·r

male participants.

Because of the low numbers of observations involved for each

confederate, and because this pattern was not seen for any other confederate, this
interaction was not believed to be of great concern.

;II

The speaking times of confederates were also submitted to analysis. We had
(;>

hoped that confederate speaking time would remain constant across speech style

+·

"
4,

conditions and across dyad type.

However, if the speech style manipulation was

effective and resulted in participants altering the amount they spoke, then confederates
might adjust their amount of speech in response. To interpret potential changes in
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participant speech behaviour, it is important to consider how confederates changed the
quantity of speech across speech style conditions.

Therefore, a 2 (condition) x 2

(participant gender) x 8 (confederate) x 2 (order of conversation) analysis of variance
lc

was conducted on confederate speaking time (in seconds
I<

i.

The analysis showed that

confederate speaking times did not differ when conversing with female participants (M =
97.93 , SD = 23.82) and male participants (M = 95.32, SD = 24.27). Confederates
marginally spoke more in the non-facilitative condition (M = 101.04, SD = 23.89) than in

~

the facilitative condition (M = 92.21, SD = 23.44), F(1,32) = 4.17, p = .05, and this main

,

effect was modified by a significant interaction between condition and order, F(1,32)

_,

=

7.68, p < .01. Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests showed that for the first conversation,
confederates spoke more in the non-facilitative condition (M = 103.96, SD = 24.53) than

.'(

in the facilitative condition (M = 88.64, SD = 24.24).
'}

(

Confederate speaking times,

however, did not systematically vary between the non-facilitative (M

=

98.12, SD

=

23.25) and facilitative condition (M= 95.78, SD = 22.42) in the second conversation. In

'(

addition, significant individual differences in length of speaking time among the 8
I;>

"

confederates were present, F(7,32)

=

5.74, p < .001).

No other main effects or

interactions were present.
Participant Speech Behaviour

P<

This section describes participants' speaking time, interruption rate, and minimal
1)-

response rate as a function of confederates' speech style. Table 2.1 presents these means
·},
/._

•\

5

A similar analysis was performed including confederate gender, and it yielded no effect of confederate
gender on confederate speaking times.
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from the facilitative and non-facilitative conditions for female and male participants
speaking in a first or second conversation with a male or female confederate .
.._

Speaking time.

A 2 (condition) x 2 (participant gender) x 2 (confederate

~

gender) x 2 (order of conversation) MANOVA was conducted on four participant
;,_

behaviours: speaking time, interruptions, minimal responses, and looking away while

....

listening. This analysis showed a significant main effect of speech style condition,

,.

F(4,53)

=

10.64, p < .001, and a significant 4-way interaction among speech style

condition, participant gender, confederate gender, and order of conversation, F(4,53) =

~
I"

4.23, p < .01. There were no significant multivariate main effects of participant gender,

...

confederate gender, or conversation order, and no other significant interactions were

~

present.
0(

To examine the multivariate effect of speech style condition on participants'

..,

+

behaviour, separate univariate analyses were conducted on each of the dependent
measures. As predicted, participant speaking time was significantly reduced in response

i(

to the non-facilitative speech style (M = 105.49, SD = 33.46) compared with the

'

facilitative speech style (M = 123.98, SD = 35.73), F(1,56) = 5.50, p < .05. Thus,
speakers were sensitive to the communication style of their conversational partner,

y

regardless of gender.

"'
~

Interruptions. There were significantly greater numbers of interruptions
'"'

exhibited in response to the non-facilitative speech style (M = 3.47, SD = 3.42)
+

compared with the facilitative speech style (M = 1.11, SD = 1.17), F (1,56) = 14.84, p <

~

.001.

Table 2.1
Means and Standard Deviations of Participant Speech Variables in the First
and Second Conversations as a Function of Participant Gender and
Confederate Speech Style
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Non-Facilitative

Participant Gender
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Mean
SD

Male
Mean
SD
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Looking away while listening. The ANOVA performed on the frequency that
~

participants looked away while listening revealed a significant main effect of condition,

~
!>

F(1,56)
y.

=

17.59, p < .001. There were no instances of a participant looking away from

the confederate in the facilitative condition. When confederates used a non-facilitative

d,

style, participants were more likely to look away, although the overall frequency of

v

looking away was small (M = .22, SD = .45).
).

Minimal responses. Minimal response frequencies were analysed in a mixed-

y
/Y

factor ANOVA with condition, confederate gender, and participant gender as between

-!

subjects factors and order of conversation as a within subjects factor.

Contrary to

~

expectations, there were no main effects of speech style condition or gender on minimal
·t

response frequency. The univariate analysis revealed a significant 4-way interaction
-t
"(

among condition, confederate gender, participant gender, and conversation order,
F(1,56)

=

7.63, p < .01. This interaction is depicted in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b. Simple

t(

main effects analyses performed on female and male participants indicated that the
r

women were consistent in their frequency of minimal responses in same- or mixed-sex

"(

y

dyads, across speech styles, and across conversations. On the other hand, men's minimal
responses were influenced by an interaction of order, condition, and confederate gender,

;;>

F(1,56) = 9.17, p < .01. Further simple effects analyses revealed a Condition x

).

4

Confederate Gender interaction for male participants in the second conversation, F(1,56
=

4.64, p < .05. An analysis comparing minimal responses produced by males in the

~

·1

second facilitative conversation and those in the second non-facilitative conversation

-·-
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confederate gender, conversation order and conversation style.
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showed that men's minimal responses varied with confederate speech style, but only
when the confederate was female, F(l,56)

=

4.29, p < .05. In the second conversation,

the men produced a significantly greater frequency of minimal responses with a
facilitative female than with a non-facilitative female. These data indicate that men were
accommodating to the speech style of their female conversational partners.
Overall, these analyses indicated that changes in confederate speaking behaviour
resulted in changes in the speech of their speaking partners. Participants who conversed
with a non-facilitative partner spoke less, interrupted more, and looked away more than
participants who conversed with a facilitative partner.

More important, it was

confederate speech style, and not confederate gender, that was most likely to predict
participant behaviour in the conversations. An interesting difference in how women and
men responded to the confederate speech styles was also revealed. This is explored
further in the next section.
Regression Analyses

The results reported thus far have shown how a combination of confederate
speech behaviours influences the speech of participants. Through regression analyses, it
is possible to examine the specific contribution of each manipulated confederate
behaviour on participants' speech. The

analy~es

were performed on data from the

second conversation, and results are presented in Table 2.2 Data from the second
conversation were selected for analysis for two reasons. First, we expected speech
accommodation to increase over time, and therefore anticipated greater success in
detecting participant responses to confederate behaviour in the second conversation.
Second, we expected participant speaking time to be affected by confederate speech

Table 2.2
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Regression Analyses of the Second Conversation Using Confederate Behaviour
to Predict Female and Male Participants' Behaviour
Participant Speaking Time
Confederate Behaviours
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style. However, the earlier analyses showed that confederate speaking time differed
across speech style conditions in the first conversation, making interpretation difficult. It
was only in the second conversation that confederate speaking time was unrelated to
confederate speech style.
The first analysis used participant speaking time as the dependent variable and
four confederate measures (i.e., speaking time, minimal response rate, interruption rate,
and frequency of looking away) as independent variables. The linear combination of
these four confederate measures significantly predicted participant speaking time (R=
.57, R 2= .32), F(4,59)

=

6.93, p < .001. Two of these confederate variables, speaking

time and minimal response frequency, contributed significantly to the prediction of
-i

participant speaking time.

Decreases in confederate speaking time and increases in

confederate minimal response rate were associated with increases in participant speaking
time. To examine whether female and male participants responded similarly to the speech
behaviour of confederates, separate regression analyses were performed for female and
male participants.

For female participants, confederate speaking time, minimal

responses, and interruptions were significant predictors of participant speaking time;
increased speaking time was associated with less confederate speech and greater
confederate minimal responses and interruptions. For females, the independent variables
accounted for 45% of the variance, F(4,27)

=

5.45, p < .01. On the other hand, the

speech style of confederates did not significantly predict male speaking time F(4,27)
2.63, p > .05, and accounted for only 28% of the variance

6

6

=

.

It should be noted that F-tests were calculated comparing the regression equations for females and
males. This was done for the regressions on each participant measure. None of the comparisons reached
significance, which means that the intercepts and/or slopes of the equations for females and males do
not differ beyond chance. We proceed with caution, but maintain that the pattern of results nonetheless
provided useful information with which to understand the complexities of language and gender.
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A second set of regression analyses were conducted to predict participant
interruption rate. The linear combination of the four confederate measures significantly
predicted participant interruptions (R= .71, R 2= .51), F(4,59)
Increased participant interruption frequencies

were

=

15.08, p <.001.

associated with increased

confederate speaking time and interruption frequency. Separate regressions were
conducted on data from female and male participants. The confederate measures
accounted for 51% ofthe variance for females, F(4, 27)
the variance for males, F(4,27)

=

=

7.16,p < .001, and 59% of

9.90, p < .001. Interruptions by female participants

were significantly predicted by confederate interruption frequency. On the other hand,
the interruption frequencies of male participants were predicted by confederate speaking
time and interruption frequency.

These results indicate accommodation behaviour

occurring with interruptions for both females and males. However, they also show that
the more the confederate speaks, the more the male participant will interrupt.
Regression analyses to predict participant minimal response rates did not fare as
well. The linear combination of the four confederate measures did not significantly
predict participant minimal response frequency, and it accounted for only 11% of the
variance, F(4,59)

=

1.74,p > .05. Separate regressions for female and male participants

indicated that confederate behaviour accounted for 5% of the variance for females, and
28% of the variance for males.

However,

neither regression equation significantly

predicted the minimal response rate.
Finally, the linear combination of the four confederate measures significantly
predicted participant looking away frequency (R= .53, R 2= .28), F(4,59)

=

5.68, p <

.001. Separate regressions by gender showed that for female participants, looking away
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was significantly predicted by confederate speaking time and was marginally predicted by
looking away frequency;

these variables accounted for 33% of variance in female

looking away frequency, F(4,27)

=

3.26, p < .05. On the other hand, for male

participants, looking away was predicted by confederate interruption rate, and was
marginally predicted by confederate minimal response rate and looking away frequency.
The combination of confederate behaviours accounted for 41% of variance in males'
looking away frequency, F(4,27) = 4.78,p < .01.
In summary, the regression analyses revealed that increases in confederate
speaking time were related to significantly less speech by females, more frequent
instances of looking away by females, and increased interruptions by males. Confederate
interruptions were also associated with different behaviours from female and male
participants. More frequent confederate interruptions were associated with increased
interruptions by both females and males.

However, they were also associated with

increased speech by females and increased looking away by males.

Similar to this,

'1

increased confederate minimal responses were associated with greater speaking times for
females. On the other hand, for males, they did not significantly affect the measured
'I

variable, although there was a trend for confederate minimal responses to be associated
with greater speaking times and increased looking away. Finally, as confederates looked
away more, participants were more likely to look away as well, and males were less
likely to offer minimal responses.

The results of these analyses suggest gender

differences in the responsiveness to and interpretation of the speech behaviour of a
conversational partner.
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Factor Analysis of Questionnaire

Factor analysis was used to examine the relational nature of the 18 items used in
the post-conversation questionnaire. In this way the items were combined to form
coherent subgroups (factors) that were relatively independent of one another.
Tabachnick and Fidell (1983) suggest that ifthere are strong, reliable correlations and a
few, distinct factors, a sample size of 50 may be adequate. With a sample size of 64
observations and only 18 variables, a stable factor solution was likely to be obtained.
Therefore, a factor analysis was conducted on the 18 item questionnaire of which
two items were negatively stated. These two items were recoded so that 1 represented
the most positive (disagreement) and 7 represented the least positive (agreement) on the
Likert Scale. The results of the Varimax orthogonal rotated factor loadings produced
five factors which accounted for 72% of the variance. These five factors reflected the
dimensions of (1) positive attribution of confederate; (2) self attributions; (3) ability to
talk freely; (4) politeness; and ( 5) being a good listener. As can be seen from the
representation of the pattern matrix in Table 2.3, the first factor accounted for well over
one third of the variance (41%) in the five factor solution. The other four factors
't

accounted for a further 12%, 7%, 6%, and 6% of the variance respectively. The
Carmines Theta measure of internal consistency for the five factor solution was .92.
Separate Participant Gender x Confederate Gender x Conversation Style
ANOVAs were performed to determine the influence of these variables on each of the
five factors. The results indicated a significant speech style by participant gender
interaction for factor (3) Ability to talk freely, F (1,56) = 9.66,p <.01. Post-hoc
Newman Keuls showed that there was a significant difference between the perceptions of
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Table 2.3
Factor Analyses of Conversation Questionnaire Items
(Observations = 64)

Item
Factor 1: Positive Attributions of Confederate
12 Likeable Person
16 Competent
9 Attentive
13 Polite
14 Trustworthy
6 Easy to talk with
17 Enjoyable conversation
7 Opportunity to talk

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

.87

.77
.77
.75
.66
.64
.64
.54

Factor 2: Self Attributions
4 Easy talking with strangers
2 Important being direct
5 Comfort with confederate
8 Convey point of view

.82
.70
.61
.57

Factor 3: Ability to talk freely
10 Not Interrupted*
11 Not difficult to present ideas*

7

.89
.75

Factor4: Politeness
1 I am very Polite
15 Agreed with me
18 Understood me

.80
.67
.62

Factor 5: 3 I am a good listener

Summary Statistic
Eigen Values
Explained Variance

* Items reversed from negative valence

.91

7.40
41.09

2.17
12.06

1.31
7.28

1.07
5.93

1.01
5.63
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female participants in the facilitative speech style , (M = 1.56, SD = 0.63) and the nonfacilitative speech style (M= 3.06, SD = 1.65). Women perceived that they were able to
talk more freely in the facilitative speech style than the non-facilitative speech style. On
the other hand, the men did not perceive this difference. In fact, the means for male
participants were in the opposite direction (facilitativeM= 2.38, SD = 1.63, nonfacilitative M

=

1. 81, SD 1. 17).

For Factor four, there was a marginal main effect of speech style on perceptions
of politeness. Although not significant, participants perceived themselves as less polite,
agreed with or understood, when talking to a confederate who used a non-facilitative
style than one who used a facilitative speech style. No other main effects or interactions
were present. The results of these analyses indicate that women were more aware than
men of being interrupted and of experiencing more difficulty getting their ideas across in
the non- facilitative speech style.
Discussion

These results answer and raise a number of interesting questions about the
relationship between gender and language. First, these data provide evidence that the
use of a facilitative or non-facilitative style of speech by one conversant influences how
another conversant will respond. Because women are more likely to play a facilitative
role in conversations than are men (Holmes, 1995), conversants might appear to react
differently to them, not only because of their gender, but also because of their facilitative
style of speech. Therefore, what has been interpreted as a function of diffuse status
differences between women and men might, in addition, be predictable reactions to the
gender preferential styles of communication women and men bring with them to a
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conversational setting.

In the present study, participants paired with a facilitative

speaker spent more time speaking than those paired with a non-facilitative speaker.
Whether the facilitative speaker was female or male had no effect on the amount
participants talked.
A second point of interest is that female and male participants did not respond
similarly to the behaviour of the confederates.

In a number of instances, male

participants appeared more reactive to the speech style of the confederates than did
female participants. For example, males increased their minimal responses when they
spoke with facilitative female confederates, whereas females maintained a similar rate of
minimal response regardless of the speech style or gender of the confederate. On the
other hand, results from the multiple regression analyses, suggest that women and men
are equally sensitive to the behaviours of speaking partners; however, they sometimes
;

respond differently to the same confederate behaviour.
Women and men might have differed in how they interpreted confederates'
behaviour.

Female participants spoke more as confederates increased their minimal

responses, whereas the effect for male participants was attenuated. This suggests that
minimal responses are interpreted as verbal reinforcers, at least by females. Women and
men might have also differed in their goals and motivation for conversing, with these
differences reflected in the type of response they offered to a particular confederate
behaviour. Male participants, but not female participants, reduced minimal responses as
confederates looked away more. In other words, if the confederate showed inattention
by looking away while listening, male participants indicated reciprocal inattention by
offering fewer minimal responses.

Females did not respond reciprocally, perhaps
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because of a greater reluctance to appear impolite (Holmes, 1995).

The regression

analyses examining confederate speaking time showed that female and male participants
did not respond similarly to increases in confederate speech. Women reduced their
speech; men did so marginally.

The more confederates spoke, the more male

participants were likely to interrupt them. Female participants, on the other hand, chose
to look away while listening. Again, this suggests increased politeness on behalf of
female participants.
It was also interesting to note how participants responded to being interrupted.

They accommodated, and thus the more they were interrupted, the more they too
interrupted.

Contrary to earlier reports (Zimmerman & West, 1975), there was no

evidence that males interrupted more, and in particular, there was no evidence that men
't

interrupted females more.

In fact, the data showed a trend for interruptions to be

greatest within same-sex dyads. It should be noted that the rate of interruption was
generally low. This was most likely due to the conversational context; participants
conversed with strangers for a short period of time in an unfamiliar room within the
University (see Carli, 1990 for a similar argument).
Those who propose that gender differences in communication are cross-cultural
differences have argued that women and men have different ideas about the form and
function of friendly conversation. Women and men hold different rules, expectations,
and interpretations oflanguage use (Coates, 1986; Maltz & Borker, 1982). The present
data are consistent with this position and show that females and males respond
differently to the same behaviour in a conversational partner. Moreover, confederate
gender had only a minor impact on participant behaviour. Participants' gender might
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determine how they interpreted and responded to a speaker's behaviour. However, the
behaviour was generally not interpreted differently if produced by a female or a male
confederate. If diffuse status based on gender had been operating, we would expect a
larger and more consistent influence of confederate gender on participant speech.
The general lack of interactions between confederate gender and confederate
-;,.-

speech style are also interesting. The idea that women and men are treated differently
when engaging in the same behaviour is part of our folk psychology as well as the
research literature. In particular, behaviour that is contrary to a social role, such as
gender, is received more negatively than behaviour consistent with the social role
(Burgoon, 1990). We found little evidence for differential responding by participants
when confederates behaved consistent with or contrary to gender role expectations.

'
This, however, should be treated with caution. There might have been subtle ways in
which participants differed in their treatment of confederates that were not captured by
our measures.
Both women

and

men

showed

evidence

of speech

accommodation.

Communication Accommodation Theory (e.g., Coupland et al., 1988, 1991) predicts
that speakers will converge on characteristics of their talk during a friendly, cooperative
conversation. In the present study, participants accommodated to confederate speech in
their rate of interruptions and instances of looking away. The evidence for participants
accommodating on minimal response rates was more complex.

Females showed no

accommodation; their minimal response rate did not significantly vary with confederate
speech style or confederate gender. Male participants accommodated, and they only
accommodated when speaking with female confederates. This pattern of results is partly
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consistent with that of Bilous and Krauss (1988).

When comparing changes in

conversation from same- to mixed-sex dyads, they found that males showed convergence
on minimal responses. In other words, males offered more minimal responses when
speaking to females than when speaking to males. Our male participants behaved
similarly.

When speaking with facilitative female confederates, male participants

showed a high rate of minimal responses.

When male participants spoke with non-

facilitative female confederates, they accommodated by decreasing their frequency of
minimal responses. Unlike the present study, Bilous and Krauss found that females
increased their minimal responses in mixed- compared to same-sex dyads. Rather than
converging towards males, they diverged. Our female participants, however, did not
significantly increase their minimal responses with male as compared to female
confederates. However, an inspection of Figure 2.1 shows a trend in the same direction
as that reported by Bilous and Krauss.

Bilous and Krauss suggest that minimal

responses are being used as part of an impression management strategy.
responses signal interest and attention.

Minimal

They are used when participants want to be

judged favourably, and this is most likely to occur in mixed-sex interactions.
"'

Care should be taken when inferring causal mechanisms for the pattern of results
obtained in this study. It was not always possible to discern the direction of cause from
one speaker to another. For example, the positive correlation between amount of speech
and confederate interruptions might lead to the conclusion that participants reacted to
confederate interruptions by speaking more.

However, the relationship between the

amount of speech and interruption rate might be an artifact of the obvious point that
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speakers cannot be interrupted unless they are talking. Thus, speakers who talk more
provided more opportunities for interruption.
A further limitation of the study is that confederates might have unintentionally
varied other conversational behaviours along with the intentionally manipulated
behaviours. For example, participant speaking time was affected by confederate speech
style. However, in the first conversation, confederates spoke more in the non-facilitative
condition than in the facilitative condition.

Confederates might have reacted to

participants by talking more when participants offered less talk, and by talking less when
participants offered more talk.

An alternative explanation is that when confederates

played the role of the facilitator, they also adopted a facilitator's goals and had less need
to hold the floor.

Conversely, when confederates were instructed to play a non-

facilitative role, they might have adopted other behaviours, such as speaking more, that
they saw as being consistent with someone who interrupts and looks away while
listening.
In summary, Experiment 1 has highlighted two important issues.

First, it is

premature to attribute social power as the cause of language differences between mixed-

'

and same-sex dyads without first considering how the gender-preferential speech style of
one conversant influences how another conversant responds. Women behave differently
with men than with women for many reasons. One reason might be the influence of
power (Carli, 1990). Another reason might be the power to influence (Carli, 1990).
The results of this experiment suggest that an additional reason why women might
behave differently with men than with women is that they are responding to the speech
style of their partner, and this style varies with gender (e.g., Tannen, 1990). In many
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instances of female-male conversation, females probably receive far less facilitation than
males. One consequence is that they reduce their active involvement in the conversation
and offer less talk. Second, women and men differ in how they respond to particular
conversational behaviours, and these differences implicate gender preferential goals and
interpretations of conversation. Just as the same behaviour can serve different functions
depending on the context and who produces it (Cameron et al., 1989; Holmes, 1984;
Tannen, 1994), the same behaviour can be interpreted differently depending on who does
the perceiving.
We need a better understanding of how women and men respond to the speech
context in which they are immersed and how women and men mutually influence one
..,

another's talk as they interact. This is examined further in the following chapter which
describes a study examining the differences in participants' speaking styles and their
effect on participant behaviour. This time, however, the study is conducted on naturaily
occurring conversations, where the speech styles of participants have not been
manipulated.
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CHAPTER THREE

EXPERIMENT 2:

Gender Preferential Responses to
Conversational Speech Style

It was clear from · ·Experiment 1 that the speech style of conversants effected

changes in the verbal behaviour of their speaking partners. However, confederates may
have varied other conversational behaviours along with the intentionally manipulated
speech behaviours. Confederates may also have been more extreme in their use of
minimal responses, interruptions and looking away behaviours than is likely to be found
during naturally occurring conversations within the general population. For these
reasons, it was important to find out if similar results could be obtained from a random
sample of

participants engaged in natural conversations. Therefore, the present

experiment was conducted without confederates.
~

Further to this, some concerns about the generalisability of the results of
Experiment I remained; therefore, a number of methodological changes were made.
First, participants in Experiment 1 were all young adults who were part of a university
population and it is possible that changes in the speech patterns of adult New Zealanders
have occurred over the last 15-20-years. A young university population might not be
representative of the more established language patterns of an older age group.
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Therefore, a sample of older participants with a more varied educational and
occupational background were recruited from outside the University for Experiment 2.
Second, in Experiment 1, the topic of conversation was not found to be an
important factor in the conversations; therefore, no topic constraints were imposed on
participants in Experiment 2. It was anticipated that this would create a situation that
more closely resembled naturally occurring conversations when strangers meet for the
first time. Third, it was desirable to investigate a wider range of verbal behaviours to
.!>

both replicate and extend the results of Experiment 1. Minimal responses and
interruptions were retained and the following verbal behaviours were added as
dependent variables in Experiment 2. These additional variables included overlaps, mean
length of utterance, questions (open and closed) and tag questions such as "It's a nice
day, Isn't it?". Questions and tag questions have been described as a way of facilitating
conversation and overlaps might function as a more subtle interruption. The mean length
of utterance was also considered to be the mechanism by which an increase in amount of
talk was likely to occur. The non-verbal behaviour of looking away was omitted from
Experiment 2. Non-verbal behaviours have a significant communicative value; however,
it was thought that the focus of Experiment 2 was better served by concentrating on
verbal behaviours only.
Finally, in Experiment 1, participants engaged in two conversations with the
same person. It would be helpful to examine changes that take place when one individual
interacted with more than one person. In this way, it would be possible to further
examine how differences in participants speaking styles affect participant behaviour.
Therefore, in the present experiment, a limited round robin design was used, where
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each participant interacted with three other participants making up one same- and two
mixed-sex dyads (see Fitzpatrick, Mulac & Dindia, 1995). Using this experimental
design it was possible to observe changes in participant speech style in response to both
the gender and the speech style o(,their partner.
It was found in Experiment 1 that the participants' gender did not mediate the
effect of confederate speech style on participants' speaking time. It was also
demonstrated that participants who interacted with a facilitative confederate spoke more
than those who interacted with a non-facilitative confederate. To examine this in
Experiment 2, planned comparisons between individuals categorised into high and low
frequency minimal response users were examined. In Experiment 1, minimal responses
appeared to function in a facilitative manner increasing participants speech, therefore,
this categorisation would form a rough estimate of facilitative and non-facilitative speech
styles. Two aspects of this would be analysed. First, participant data would be examined
to identify other variables that co-occur when individuals use frequent and infrequent
minimal responses, and second, participants' responses to these two categories would be
examined.
In the present experiment, it was expected that partners of participants using high
frequencies of minimal responses would talk more, interrupt less, and possibly ask fewer
questions than partners paired with participants who exhibited a low frequency of
minimal responses. Second, based on the hypothesis that women use a more facilitative
style of speech than men (Coates, 1986; Holmes, 1995) it would be expected that more
females than males would be categorised as facilitative and that more males than females
would be categorised as non-facilitative. However, considering the limited effects of
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gender, in Experiment 1, particularly the absence of main effects for minimal responses,
it might be that males and females would be equally classified into both facilitative and
non-facilitative speech styles. This might be further expected, especially in a context
where the participants are expected to converse to help the experimenter. This would
suggest that the speech style of the individual was a more salient predictor than their
gender. Therefore, the following hypotheses are suggested:
Hypothesis I: Partner gender will not mediate the effect of partner speech style

on participant speaking time.
Hypothesis 2: Participants who interact with partners who use frequent minimal

responses will speak more than participants who interact with partners who use
infrequent minimal responses.
Hypothesis 3: Women and men will be equally represented within the categories

of high and low minimal response users.
It was of further interest to see whether facilitative individuals used questions more
frequently (Tannen, 1994b), whether these vary with gender; whether tags are used more
by women than men (Carli, 1990), and whether they co-vary with any other variables.
It was expected that this structured situation of strangers conversing for the first
time would result in increased levels of politeness and social inhibition compared to
conversations with friends or intimates (Bilous and Krauss, 1988; Holmes, 1995) or for
that matter university students who shared a common goal. This might lead to some
attenuated effects of context, and less variation in individual speech styles with perhaps
some changes occurring over time as participants' initial anxieties abated. Therefore, any
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gender or speech style effects resulting from this experiment would be a conservative
estimate of gender and speech style behaviours.
Women and men were found to accommodate to both interruptions and minimal
responses in the previous experiment. However, this may have occurred because the
frequency of these variables were unnaturally inflated by the confederates. Although this
same trend was expected, it was questionable whether the effects would be as strong
without confederates. As in Experiment 1, it would be expected that a relationship
between amount of talk and minimal response frequency would be found for female
participants only, once again indicating that women but not men interpret these as a sign
of attention and encouragement to talk. The following additional hypotheses are
suggested:
Hypothesis 4: Participants will converge towards the speech behaviours of the

partners with whom they interact.
Hypothesis 5: Frequent minimal response use by partners will predict increased
-~

speech by female but not male participants.
Hypothesis 6: Increased interruptions by partners will predict increased speech

by females but not males.
Hypothesis 7: The relative influence of partner behaviours in predicting

participant behaviours will differ between female and male partners.
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Method

Participants

Twenty-four female and twenty-four male participants between the ages of 30
and 60 years were recruited from the general population within the Dunedin city area of
New Zealand. Participants were contacted through organisations such as churches, golf
clubs, gyms and the Fire Service. The mean age of female participants was 45 years and
fr

that of male participants was 44 years. All participants were naive as to the purpose of
this study and were told that it was an investigation into the social impressions that
'i

people perceived when individuals met for the first time. When participants were
debriefed at the end of each session, they were asked to maintain confidentiality
regarding the nature and purpose of the study and were paid $10 towards travelling
expenses. All participants were aware that they were being videotaped and informed
consent was obtained before videotaping commenced. Educational and occupational
demographics of participants are shown in Appendix C. The highest educational
qualification attained by eleven females and ten males was secondary schooling. Seven
females and seven males had a graduate or post graduate degree, and five females and 6
males had obtained non-tertiary training. Participants were employed in a wide range of
occupations but could be generalised as being predominantly middle class

New

Zealanders ofEuropean descent.
Apparatus

Two studio rooms at the Otago University Psychology Department were
furnished with two armchairs situated on either side of a coffee table to create a relaxed,
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lounge atmosphere.

In each studio a video camera and an audio channel tracking

recorder were used to record conversational interactions. All participants wore clip-on
lapel microphones. The recording equipment was visible in one studio; in the other
studio, the equipment was behind a one way glass.
Procedure

Groups of four participants were scheduled to attend an experimental session
together. Participants were randomly assigned to each group such that each member
was from a different recruitment organisation to ensure that they were not
acquaintances. All twelve groups contained two male and two female participants. All
four participants were provided with tea or coffee on arrival and after being introduced
to each other were asked to read an introductory information sheet (Appendix D) about
the procedure. Participants' questions about the experiment were answered or discussed
before they signed the consent form. The participants were also instructed verbally
regarding the procedure to be followed and were given the opportunity to withdraw at
any time. All participants stayed for the duration of the experiment. Participants did not
have the opportunity to talk with one another prior to their participation and all
participants were strangers to each other. Only one group had to be rescheduled due to a
member not attending. A procedure of round robin conversations of approximately eight
minutes duration was adopted whereby each member interacted in dyads with the three
other members of the group. For each group of four participants, a total of four mixed
sex and two same sex conversations were conducted. Participants were first assigned to
a same-sex conversation and this was used as a baseline to compare with the following
two mixed-sex conversations. Two videotaped and audiotaped conversations took place
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simultaneously in two different studios within the same building. At the end of the
experimental session, participants were fully debriefed verbally and were provided with
some information in written form.
Topic: The topic of conversation was not specified. However, to minimise initial

uneasiness, participants were instructed in this manner, "You may talk about whatever
you wish, but if you are unsure of what to talk about, here are some examples of
possible topics, hobbies, music, work, books, family, travel, food/restaurants". These
instructions were also placed on each coffee table. Only one person appeared to rely on
the list for conversational prompts.
Questionnaire: After each conversation, a 7-point Likert Scale questionnaire

was administered to obtain participants' observations and impressions of the interaction
(see Appendix E). This questionnaire was a modification and extension of the
questionnaire used in Experiment I. The previous questionnaire consisted of only 18
questions which were more directly related to the manipulations of the speech styles in
that study. The questionnaire for Experiment 2 contained 24 questions with items from
different categories such as facilitation of and by each participant, personal comfort,
attributions made about the conversational partner, and the quality and quantity of each
conversation.
Coding

Conversations were transcribed verbatim and coded by the experimenter. The
coding for each dependent variable was done on the basis of the following dependent
variable operational definitions.
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1. Successful interruptions
(i) The apparent intention is to stop the speaker with the result that the utterance is
incomplete and the speaking turn is yielded. However, some unfinished sentences occur
which also appear to convey the speaker's uncertainty as to what to say next and appear
to be inviting the others contribution. Do not code as an interruption if the unfinished
utterance ends with "urn", "so", "ah" or filler words such as "you

know", "and that",

"yeah", "I mean", don't code as an interruption because the intention of the speaker to
continue is unclear.
(Ii) Do not code as an interruption if a completed utterance ends with "and" or "or" and
could be interpreted as being left open to the next speaker then do not code as an
interruption unless it is an incomplete short utterance. If the completed utterance ends in
"but" code as an interruption.
(iii) Do not code as an interruption if one person asks a question and then begins to
elaborate or repeat the question in a different way and the other person begins answering
the question. It is often unclear·whether there really was an interruption or the speaker
was leaving it open for an answer for example,
A: "When did you get the dog. Was it when"
B: "I got her last year".
However, if the question is unfinished code as an interruption. For example,
A: "When did you"
B: "I got her last year";
(iv) If the last word could be read with either a descending or ascending intonation and it
could be interpreted as a finished statement do not code as an interruption. For example.
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A: "I don't know how you manage to do much at all well I suppose the

support from home if eve:rything there is going smoothly you can then";
(v) If the interruption is a question that seems to build on and encourage the speaker to
continue with their turn (and is therefore not strictly an attempt to take over the floor),
then code as an interruption if it is over 4 words long and is not in brackets indicating
simultaneous speech. If over four words long and partly in brackets code either as an
interruption or overlap on the basis of the above criteria. For example, the following
would be classified as an interruption;
A: " [children were]"

B: "[are they still] at home?"
(vi) Do not code as a successful interruption where the interrupted speaker does not
yield their turn and completes their utterance. For example,
A: "go to the

B:

shop with my mum."

what

The unfinished utterance can be as short as one word but must have semantic meaning
eg. not "urn" "ah" or that which is classified as a minimal response.
(vii) Code as an interruption if the last words were repetitions. For example,
A: "I went to to"
B: "you can really have a nice day sometimes."
Therefore, disregard 1(i) & (ii) above.
2. Overlaps
(i) Code as an overlap where the second speaker begins speaking before the previous
speaker has completed their utterance but it is not classified as an interruption.
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For example,
A: "I like[ eating out]"

B:

"[so do I. I] just love to go out"

Looks like this - - - - - -

(ii) Ifthe utterance that is being overlapped ends with "you know" "and that", or some
other such filler that seems to complete the utterance but may be interpreted otherwise
with different intonations. In this instance be conservative and code as an overlap and
not an interruption.
(iii) Code as an overlap even if only one word or only a tag question is outside the
overlap bracket as long as it is over 4 words long. For example,
A: "I like [eating out]"

B:

"[yeah its great] isn't it"

3. Minimal Response
These act as backchannel responses that occur simultaneously amidst the
speaking turn of the speaking partner. They are not intended to take over the speech turn
and may be lexical utterances such as "yeah", "right", "yes indeed" (except when it is the
answer to a question), "oh interesting". These could be a string of up to 5 words such as
"Oh yeah yeah yeah right" which would be coded as one minimal response utterance.
They can also be non-lexical utterances such as "mmrnhm", "ahha".
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4. Total number of Words

This includes the total number of lexical and non lexical utterances such as "urn,
ahha, oh" that a speaker makes during the conversation excluding minimal responses.
5. Total number of Turns

Total turns excluding minimal response utterances or

utterances completely

enclosed by brackets that are not coded as successful interruptions.
6. Mean length of UUerance (MLU)

This is calculated by the number of words in each speakers "turn" as classified in
5 above divided by the number of turns calculated for each individual speaker
throughout a particular conversation.

7. Questions
This is where the current speaker requests information or a direct response from
the conversational partner but this statement is not classified as a tag question.
8. Tags

Where a turn is a statement completed with a question such as "isn't it", "aren't
they", hasn't it", these are not coded as questions but are coded as tag questions.

Reliability

Reliability was based on the coding of twenty-five percent of transcripts by an
independent coder who was blind to the gender of the conversational participants in each
transcript. The correlation coefficient (Pearson's r) obtained across coders was .89 for
interruptions, .93 for overlaps, .98 for minimal responses, .93 for questions, .95 for tag
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questions, .99 for total number of words, .93 for total number of turns, and .96 for mean
length of utterance.
Results

The results of Experiment 2 are presented in four main sections. The first section
describes analyses comparing participants who used a high or low frequency minimal
response rate. The second section describes the influence of gender and dyad
composition on participant speech behaviours. The third section uses multiple regression
analyses to describe the relationship between partner behaviour and participant
responses, and the fourth and final section presents analyses of a post-conversation
questionnaire.
Comparative analyses of participants using a high or low minimal response
frequency.
\•

Minimal response frequency was one variable used to differentiate speaking
styles in Experiment 1 and they were found to have a much higher rate of occurrence
than either interruptions or looking away behaviours. Minimal responses were also found
to predict increases in speaking time of participants. Therefore, they were chosen as the
most reliable variable by which to artificially classify a facilitative speaker and a nonfacilitative speaker. The sixteen participants with the highest frequency of total minimal
responses across three conversations (ie., the top third), were classified as facilitative and
the sixteen participants with the lowest frequency of total minimal responses across three
conversations (ie., the bottom third)

were classified as non-facilitative. Planned

comparison between these two groups for participant and partner data were then
analysed. Analysis of the participant data would elucidate the co-occurrence of other
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variables with the use of a high frequency of minimal responses. It was expected that a
more facilitative style that was less voluble; with fewer interruptions, and more questions
and tags would occur. The converse was expected to occur with the concurrent use of a
low frequency of minimal responses. Moreover, it was expected that conversational style
based on high· or low use of minimal responses would lead to significant differences in
the response patterns of partners in the two groups. Partners of participants using a high
frequency of minimal responses would be expected to talk more using a longer MLU,
interrupt less, ask less questions and use less tags. In other words, there would be
evidence of less facilitation in the conversational style of partners. It would therefore, be
expected that the converse would be true for partners paired with participants using a
low frequency of minimal responses.
Participant behaviours.

A one-way MANOVA using style (facilitative, non-

facilitative) as the between subject factor was conducted on the participant dependent
variables of interruptions, overlaps, minimal responses, total words, mean length of
utterance (MLU), questions and tag questions. The analyses confirmed that participants
classified as facilitative produced a greater frequency of minimal responses (M = 39. 83,
SD = 13.40) than those classified as non-facilitative (M = 15.23, SD = 6.43), F(1,93) =
129.18, p <. 001. It was also noteworthy that the total number of words were fewer for
participants using the facilitative style (M = 719.75, SD

=

220.54) than those using the

non-facilitative style (M = 837.96, SD = 227.80), F(1,93) = 6.60, p <.01. There was also
a significantly greater use of tags by participants using the facilitative style (M = 1.65,
SD = 2.18), than those using the non-facilitative style (M = 0.64, SD = 1.01), F(1,93) =
8.31, p <.01. These findings showed that individuals who used more minimal responses
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also talked less and used more tag questions in their speech style when compared with
individuals who used minimal responses less frequently. The co-occurrence of these
three factors indicate the presence of a facilitative quality in the overall speech style of
participants who used a high frequency of minimal responses.

Partner behaviours. A one-way MANOVA using participant style as a between
subject factor was performed on partners' data for interruptions, overlaps, minimal
responses, total words, MLU, questions and tags. This analysis showed a significant
main effect for speech style, F(8,86)

=

3.72, p <.001. Univariate results showed

significant effects of style on partners' interruptions, F(1,93)

=

5.13, p <.05, total words,

F(1,93) = 18.88, p <.001, MLU, F(1,93) = 15.38, p <.001, and tags, F(1,93) = 4.44, p

<.05. Means indicated that partners interrupted more with facilitative participants (M =
2.33, SD = 2.17), than with non-facilitative participants (M = 1.49, SD = 0.20), talked
more with facilitative participants (M = 855.75, SD = 195.86), than with non-facilitative
participants (M = 697.11, SD

=

157.46), had a longer MLU with facilitative participants

(M = 31.50, SD = 12.41), than with non-facilitative participants (M = 22.82, SD = 8.82),

and used fewer tag questions with facilitative participants (M = 0.96, SD
with non-facilitative participants (M

=

1.72, SD

=

=

1.22), than

2.19). These results replicate the

results ofExperiment 1, in that individuals who are paired with a facilitative conversation
partner talk more than individuals who are paired with a non-facilitative partner,
regardless of their gender. In addition, in this experiment partners were also found to
interrupt more, take longer speaking turns and use fewer tag questions when partnered
with a facilitative participant. The relationship between participant and partner
behaviours for the two speech style categories are depicted in figures 3.1 to 3.4. Further
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to this the number of females and males categorised as facilitative and non-facilitative
were not significantly different. Within each category, both genders were equally
represented within the categories of high and low minimal response users as predicted.
Ten women and six men were categorised as facilitative and nine men and seven women
were categorised as non- facilitative.
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Speech Behaviours and Dyad Composition

This section describes analyses of female and male participants' interruption,
overlap, minimal response, question and tag question frequency, as well as participants'
total number of words and mean length of utterance (MLU), using conversation and
gender as between subject factors. Using the complete data set from all forty-eight

1>-

participants, a 2 x 3 (Participant gender x Conversation) MANOV A was conducted. The
first conversation consisted of same-sex dyads and the second and third conversations
:>

~

..

consisted of mixed-sex dyads. No main effects of gender, F(7,40) = 1.08, p =.39 or
conversation, F(l4,33) = 1.15, p =.36, were found for any of the dependent variables .
However, although no significant multivariate interaction was present, F(14,33) = 1.77,
p = .09, significant two-way interactions between conversation and participant gender
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were evident for minimal responses, F(2,92)
'>

=

6.97, p <.01, number of words, F(2,92)

=

6.16, p <.01, and mean length of utterance, F(2,92) = 3.04, p <.05, and although not

'"'

significant, a trend was noted for questions, F(2,92) = 2.52, p <.09. Post-hoc Newman
Keuls tests at the 5% level of significance were then conducted on the means for the

t>

above Conversation by Gender interactions.

·.
The Gender x Conversation interaction for participant minimal response
frequency is shown in Figure 3.5. Female participants exhibited significantly more
minimal responses in the third conversation with males (M = 35.08, SD

=

17.67) than

they did in the first (ie., same-sex) conversation (M = 26.33, SD = 17.43) or second
~

(mixed-sex) conversation (jvf = 26.21, SD = 10.81). On the other hand, no significant
~

differences between the three conversations were found for male participants.
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Post-hoc analyses of the Gender x Conversation interaction for participant total
number of words spoken indicated that female participants decreased the number of
t>

words spoken from the first (same-sex, M = 818.21 , SD = 265.09) to the third (mixedsex, M= 688 .83, SD = 231.70) conversation. On the other hand, the opposite was true
for male participants, who increased their total words from the first (same-sex, M

=

·'

799.21 , SD = 256.20), to the third (mixed-sex, M= 902.58, SD = 182.49) conversation.
For male participants only, there was also a significant difference between the second
~

(mixed-sex, M = 770.38, SD = 166.34), and the third (mixed-sex) conversation. As can
be seen in Figure 3. 6, these results indicate an asymmetrical pattern in the amount that
women and men talked between the first and last conversation. Women reduced their

.

amount of talk when with men in the third conversation and men increased their amount
of talk when with women in the final conversation.
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Post-hoc analyses of the Gender x Conversation interaction for participant mean
length of utterance (l\1LU) indicated that there were no significant differences among the
0.

three conversations by female participants. As was seen for total words, male
participants, significantly increased their l\1LU from the first (same-sex, M = 26.60, SD

,.

= 10.59), to the third (mixed-sex, M = 34.07, SD = 14.62) conversation and a significant
difference between the second (M = 28.64, SD =10.78) and third mixed-sex

I-

conversations was also apparent. Figure 3. 7 shows the pattern of increased l\1LU by men

•

by the third conversation and the fairly stable l\1LU by women across the three
conversations.
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Although the Gender x Conversation interaction for questions was not
·'

significant, post-hoc analyses were performed to examine the indicated trend . These
revealed no differences among the three conversations for female participants. For male
participants a difference between the first (same-sex, M = 7.88, SD = 5.08) and the third

•I

(mixed-sex, M= 4.79, SD = 3.46) conversations was found, indicating that men reduced
the number of questions they asked female partners by the third conversation. This
interaction is depicted in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3. 8. Mean number of questions asked as a function of conversation order and
participant gender in same- or mixed-sex dyads.

In summary, the interaction effects of dyad composition on speech behaviours
showed that women were consistent in their speech behaviours for all variables except
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minimal responses. Women increased the frequency of minimal responses with a male
partner by the third conversation. On the other hand, men changed their speech
behaviour on two measures. Male participants increased their total words and the length
of their utterance, and marginally reduced the frequency of questions they asked
participants by the third conversation, when with female partners.
Regression Analyses- Verbal Speech Behaviours and their Predictability

A multivariate regression analysis was conducted to examine the contribution of
each of the seven partner measures in effecting changes in the behaviours of the
participants. Conversation was the unit of analysis and there were seventy-two individual
conversations where each pair was randomly assigned as the participant or the partner.
This analysis was performed using the seven speech variables of one participant as the
dependent measures and the same seven speech variables of the conversants' partner as
the independent measures. These measures included: interruptions, overlaps, minimal
responses, total word frequency, mean length of utterance, questions and tag questions.
Total turns as a variable was excluded from the analysis as this information was made
redundant by the combined variables of total words and mean length of utterance. This
analysis showed that all of the participant variables except tag questions were
significantly predicted by partners' verbal behaviours.
Based on these results, separate multiple regression analyses were
conducted to examine the predictability of the independent variables on each of the six
significant dependent variables. In addition, linear regressions by groups were conducted

"

on data from female and male participants separately. Data were further examined by
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gender within same- and mixed-sex dyads. In the following sections regression analyses
for each of the dependent variables will be discussed.
Multiple regression analyses were conducted to determine which partner
variables predicted participant interruption frequency (see Table 3.1). The linear
combination of partner interruptions, overlaps, minimal responses, total words, MLU,
questions and tags marginally predicted participant interruption frequency, (R=.43,
2

R =.19 ), F(7,64) = 2.12, p =.05. Of these, only partners' total number of words

predicted participant interruptions. Separate regression analyses on female and male data
indicated that female participant interruptions were predicted by partner measures,
(R=.58, R 2=.34), F(7,52)

= 3.79, p <.01, and were associated with decreased

interruption and increased total word frequency and marginally with increased minimal
response frequency. Further analysis indicated this was true for females in mixed-sex
conversations (R=.63, R 2=.40), F(7,40) = 3.82, p <.01, but not same-sex conversations.
On the other hand, no measures significantly predicted male participants' interruptions 1.
Results of multiple regression analyses conducted to predict participant
overlap frequency are shown in Table 3 .2. The linear combination of the seven partner
measures significantly predicted participant overlap frequency (R=.45, k=.20 ), F(7,64)

= 2.33, p <.05. Participant overlap frequency significantly predicted partner overlap
frequency. No other variables were predictive of overlap frequency. Separate regressions

1

As with Experiment 1 F tests were calculated comparing male and female participant regression
equations for each speech variable. Although the intercepts and/or slopes did not differ beyond chance
the pattern of results provide useful information regarding the complexities of language and gender and
therefore, we proceed with caution.

Table 3.1

Regression Analyses Using Conversational Partner Behaviour to Predict Female and Male Participant Interruptions
Participant Groupings 1
Partner Behaviour
Female**
Beta
Interruptions

-.25

t
-2.09 *

Fern (fern)
Beta
-.04

t
0.05

Fern (male)**
Beta
-.27

t
-2.09 *

Male(fem)
. . . Bet~ . (
-21

"L57
.. ..

.24

1.82

0.13

.27

1.94

.38

0.34

.61

3.17 ***

.11

0.09

-.23

-.06 -0.10

-.45 -0.74

Overlaps

.17

1.48

Min-responses

.23

1.87

.07

Total Words

.62

3.64 ***

MLU

-.24

-1.48

Questions

-.19

-1.58

.04

0.31

Tags
*p < .05,

.36

0.52

·.•12

0.'78

.. ;19 .• 1.04
.46

U~5

-1.27

-.35

":'L29

-.21

-1.60

-.05

-0.25

.04

0.31

.00

0.01

** p < .01, *** p < .001

MLU =Mean Length of Utterance
1

Partners' Gender is indicated in Parenthesis

00

'-0

'>

Table 3.2

Regression Analyses Using Conversational Partner Behaviour to Predict Female and Male Participant Overlaps
Participant Groupings 1
Partner Behaviour
Overall*

Female
Beta

.13

0.96

Overlaps

.29

2.24 *

Min-responses

.00

0.01

Total Words

-.04

-0.20

MLU

-.21

-1.20

-.11

-0.80

.16

1.22

Tags
*p < .05,

-.12

-0;96

.12

Fern (fern)
Beta

t

Interruptions

Questions

Male

Beta

t

..

0.62

.31

-.59 -1.32

.31

2.10 *

.27 .. 1.94

2.31 *

0.82

-.02

-0.10

.01

0.05

-.92 -1.10

.06

0.27

.13

0.53

0.63

-.28

-1.37

-.21

'-0.87

-.51 -1.08

-.08

-0.56

-.37

-2.28 *

.25

1.75

-.13

.:.o.89

.55

-0.33 .·

t

.09

.34

-.05

Beta

Male (fern)*

1.19

.66

".19 -1.30

t

Fern (male)

.46

0.90

** p < .01, *** p < .001

MLU = Mean Length of Utterance
1

Partners' Gender is indicated in Parenthesis

\0
0
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were conducted on data from female and male participants. The partner measures
accounted for 18% of the variance for females, F(7,52) = 1.69 p <.13, and 20% of the
1-

variance for. males, F(7, 52) = 1. 91, p <. 09. Although neither of these were significant,
partner overlap frequency predicted participant overlap frequency for both females and
males
The overlap frequency in same-sex dyads was not significantly predicted by partner
behaviours and this did not vary as a function of gender. On the other hand, male
participant overlaps in mixed-sex dyads were significantly predicted (R=.56, k=.31),
F(7,40) = 2.57, p <.05. Increased male participant overlaps were significantly related to
increased female partners' interruption frequency and reduced female partners'
questions. Although overlap frequency in conversations of female participants with male
partners was not significantly predicted by overall behaviour, male partner overlaps were
associated with increased female participant overlaps. The fact that partner overlaps
predicted participant overlaps suggests some degree of accommodation occurring.

~

Increases in female interruptions and decreases in female questions were also associated
with overlaps, but only with increases in male participant overlaps. In other words, less
facilitative female behaviour was related to increased overlaps by males.
Multiple regression analyses were conducted to predict participant minimal
response frequency using the seven independent partner measures. Although the linear
combination of partner measures significantly predicted participant minimal responses
(!?..=.62 R2=.38), F(7,64) = 5.64, p <.001, no single partner measure was a significant
predictor of participant minimal response frequency. Separate regression analyses on
female and male data indicated that partner behaviours accounted for 36% of the

_,

Table 3.3
Regression Analyses Using Conversational Partner Behaviour to Predict Female and Male Participant Minimal Responses
Participant Groupings 1
Partner Behaviour
Overall***

Female***

Fern (fern)

Male**

Fern (male)*

Male (Fern)***

Beta

t

Beta

t

Beta

t

.00

-0.02

-.15

-0.28

-.01

-0.09

Overlaps

-.09

-0.77.

.07

0.15

-.13

-0.93

Min-responses

-.21

-1.73

-.10

-0.26

-.20

-1.37

.65

0.81

.28

1.37

.18

0.94

.34

1.53

Interruptions

Total Words

.29

1.95

.33

1.97 *

MLU

,18

L26

.16

0.99

Questions

-.16

-.16

-1.33

Tags

-.14

-.14

-1.23

\27

..

1.31

< -.01· ~o.o9
..

*p < .05,

-.09 -0.11

;15 ./0.18 .•.

• ::.:o5 • ~o.06

-.35

-0.75

-.13

-0.97

.12

0.84

-.03

-0.06

-.20

-1.50

-.15

-1.13

·.·.::: .

.::1.09.

** p < .01, *** p < .001

MLU = Mean Length of Utterance
1

Partners' Gender is indicated in Parenthesis

'-D

w
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male participants were not significantly associated with any of the measured behaviours
of male partners.
As can be seen in Table 3 .4, increased total number of words in female
participant mixed-sex dyads was significantly predicted (R=.80, R 2=.63), F(7,40) = 9.87,

p <.001, as was increased word frequency in male participant mixed-sex dyads, (R=.76,
R 2=.57), F(7,40) = 7.59,p <.001. Increases in females' total words were associated

with increased male minimal responses, and a decrease in male mean length of utterance
and question frequency. On the other hand,

greater numbers of words by male

participants were associated with an increase in female interruptions and a decrease in
female word frequency.
The multiple regression analysis using the seven partner variables to predict
participant MLU was significant (R=.78, R 2=.61), F(7,64) = 14.41, p <.001. Increases
in partner overlaps, minimal responses and MLU, and reduced talk and question
frequency by partners were independently associated with increased participant MLU.
Separate regression analyses conducted on data from female and male participants

·.
/

indicated that partner measures accounted for 61% of the variance for females, F(7, 52)
= 11.48, p <.001 and 66% of the variance for males, F(7,52) = 14.11, p <.001. Table
3.5 shows that increased partner overlaps, minimal responses and MLU, as well as
~

decreased total words and questions, predicted MLU for female participants. For male
participants, increased partner interruptions and MLU, and decreased total word
frequency predicted an increase in MLU for male participants. MLU by female
participants in same-sex (R=.98, R 2=.96), F(7,4) = 12.98, p <.01), and mixed-sex dyads
(R=.77, R 2=.59), F(7,40) = 8.31, p <.001 was significantly predicted by partner

Table 3.4

Regression Analyses Using Conversational Partner Behaviour to Predict Female and Male Participant Total Word Frequency
Participant Groupings 1
Partner Behaviour
Overall***

Female***

Male***

Fern (fern)**

Male(rnale) ?

.Fern (male)***

Male

(fern)~**

.::··.:::··.

Beta

t

Beta

t

Beta

t

Beta

t

Interruptions

.20

2.21 *

.47

2.72 *

.19

1.88

Overlaps

.10

1.12

.02

0.17

.13

1.27

Min-responses

.55

5.85 ***

.83

6.32 ***

.49

4.56 ***

Total Words

-.28

-2.22 *

MLU

-.23

-1.93

Questions

-.33

-3.59 ***

.05

Tags
*p < .05,

0.59

-.77 -2.93 *
.22

0.80

-.52 -3.47 *

-.11

-0.69

-.26

-1.73

-.28

-2.00 *

-.32

-3.17 ***

.16

Beta

t·

-.07

1.65

** p < .01, *** p < .001

MLU =Mean Length of Utterance
1

Partners' Gender is indicated in Parenthesis

\0

Vl

Table 3.5

Regression Analyses Using Conversational Partner Behaviour to Predict Female and Male Participant Mean Length of Utterance
Participant Groupings 1
Partner Behaviour
Fern (fern)**

Female***
Beta

Beta

t

t

Fern (male)***
Beta

t

Interruptions

.10

1.12

.47

2.57

.08

0.78

Overlaps

.18

2.01 *

.08

0.51

.21

1.97

Min-responses

.43

4.44 ***

.70

5.04 **

.39

-.68

-5.18 ***

-1.16 -4.18 **

.53

4.24 ***

Total Words
:MLU
Questions
Tags
*p < .05,

-.25

-2.84 **

-.25

.10

1.21> .

.04

-2.72 **
0.45

-1,12 >-7.19 :"**
~89 .···

5.89 ***

-.01 .• -0.10
~13<

. L39>

Male> (fefl'l)~**

.Beta Uf< •

**
.02.

0.19

3.44 ***

.·; 12

l.b9

-.67

-4.22 ***

-1.08

3.64 ***

.93

5.40

45.21 ***

.82

2.81 *

.54

-.45

-2.83 *

-.23

-2.12 *

.04

0.34

.12

1.10

.09

().82

-.14 -0.80

.>.

***

** p < .01, *** p < .001

:MLU = Mean Length of Utterance
1

Partners' Gender is indicated in Parenthesis
\0
0\
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behaviours. Female participant :MLU in same- and mixed-sex dyads was associated with
partner increases in minimal responses and :MLU, as well as reduced talk and questions
by partners. For male participants, :MLU was significantly predicted with female
partners,

(R=.81, R 2=.66), F(7,40) = 10.87, p <.001, but not with male partners.

Increased female partner interruptions and :MLU, and decreased word frequency were
associated with increased :MLU by male participants. In other words, this indicates that
both female and male participants mirror an increased :MLU with conversational partners
who use longer utterances but talk less. It also indicates an association of female partners
overlapping and male partners interrupting with increased participant :MLU. It is
interesting to note that partners use of minimal responses was predictive of increased
:MLU for female but not male participants.
Multiple regression analyses were conducted to predict participant question
"\

frequency. The linear combination of the seven partner measures significantly predicted
2

participant question frequency (R=.49, R =.24), F(7,64) =

2.90, p <.01. Reduced

partner .overlaps, :MLU and questions predicted an increase in participant questions.
Results of the separate analysis conducted on female and male data indicated that for
females 29% of the variance was accounted for by partner measures F(7,52) = 3.02, p
<.01 and for males 36% of the variance was accounted for by partner measures, F(7,52)
7

= 4.15, p <. 001. A decrease in minimal responses, :MLU, questions and tags produced
increased questioning behaviour by male participants. For female participants, decreased
overlaps and :MLU by partners predicted the question frequency of female participants.
In same-sex female and male participant dyads, questions were not significantly
predicted, although reduced :MLU, questions and tags by male partners were associated
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with male participant questions in same-sex dyads. However, in female participant
(R=.55, R2=.31), F(7,40) = 2.52, p <.05, and male participant (R=.58, R 2=.34), F(7,40)
= 2.88, p <.05 mixed-sex dyads, questions were significantly predicted. Table 3.6 shows

that reduced partner overlaps and :MLU, and increased talk by male partners were
significant predictors of female participant questions. For male participants with female
partners, reduced :MLU and questions were significant predictors of male participant
questions.
In summary, the regression analyses revealed that a relationship existed between
partner behaviours and participant responses and that in some instances this relationship
was influenced by gender composition. Firstly, in some cases behavioural speech
4

accommodation was observed. More specifically, female participants accommodated to
male partner overlaps but not female partner overlaps. On the other hand, male
participant interruptions were not predicted by any of the partner variables nor by gender
composition. It was further noted that participants in general accommodated to an
increased mean length ofutterance by conversational partners.
Secondly, among results that were significant there were some notable
similarities evident in the predictability of speech behaviours. Increased talk by male and
female participants was associated with decreased talk by female partners. Whereas, an
increased :MLU by both male and female participants was associated with less talk but an
increased :MLU by partners. Further to this an increased :MLU

by partners was

associated with an increase in questions in all but same-sex female dyads.
Thirdly, there were a number of instances where there was some suggestion of
diverging patterns of responding by men and women. For example, women's but not

"'

Table 3.6
Regression Analyses Using Conversational Partner Behaviour to Predict Female and Male Participant Questions
Participant Groupings 1
Partner Behaviour
Female**
Beta

t

··. Male***
13~ta

Fern (fern)
Beta

t

·<

Fern (male)*
Beta

t

Male(fem)*
Beta

:>:=::::. :·.·:: ..::

Interruptions

.02

Overlaps

-.38

Min-responses

0.13

<\< .02

-3.11 ***

.46

1.07

.03

-.64 -1.83

-.42

0.20
-2.94 **

~.11······"(),83

-.08·.•••4).60

.02

0.14

-.58 -1.78

.11

0.75

-,27 ·..~1.75

.28

1.60

-.89 -1.36

.42

2.03 *

(:14 i0:60

.·.

Total Words

:. ;25

1,53 <

MLU

~.54

-3.35 ***

-.51

-3.04 ***

Questions

~:25 ~2~()5 X •·

-.23

-1.80

-.09

-0.69

.

Tags
*p < .05,

"'.06

. ·.· .. : ..·.

~o.49

..

·.

.26

0.38

-.54

-2.79 **

••••• ~.46 .• ::.3.46 *>!:*

.13

0.35

-.24

-1.75

:...27 .•. -2.12i *

.64

1.59

-.15

-1.11

** p < .01, *** p < .001

MLU = Mean Length of Utterance
1

Partners' Gender is indicated in Parenthesis

1.0
1.0
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men's amount of talk was predicted by increased partner minimal responses. This
asymmetrical pattern suggests either that minimal responses are more reinforcing to
women than to men, or that men and women provide more minimal responses the more
women, but not men, talk. There was also some indication of diverging patterns in
participants' response to the amount of talk by partners. When men talked more, women
but not men increased their frequency of interruptions. Similarly, a decrease in MLU by
male partners was associated with increased talk by women but not men. Interruptions
by women were also of interest in that they were predictive of men using increased
overlaps, talking more and using longer utterances. Male participant interruptions were
not predicted by any of the independent measures. Lastly, although the beta weights
~

were not statistically compared, there were instances of diverging patterns in the use of
questions by participants. An increase in the frequency of questions by female
participants was associated with a decrease in male but not female partner overlaps. A
decrease in the frequency of partners' questions was associated with an increase in
amount of talk and MLU for female but not male participants. In other words when
women talk more they were likely to be asked fewer questions. On the other hand, a
I

,,

decrease in questions in general appeared to be associated with an increase in question
frequency by male but not female participants. These patterns of responding are
indicative of the complex nature of the relationship between conversational style and
gender and are worthy of further investigation. Two main points of interest are that
firstly, minimal responses were not predicted by partner behaviours; however, women
participants displayed a responsiveness to their use that men participants did not.
Secondly, interruptions by male participants were not predicted by partner behaviours
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nor by the gender of the speaker. A further point to note is that increased female talk
was predicted by increased interruptions by female partners but not male partners. This
suggested that interruptions were perceived by females as being qualitatively different
when used by female and male partners.

Factor Analysis of Questionnaire

As with Experiment 1, a factor analysis was conducted on the 24 item postconversation questionnaire. Seven items were scored using reversed values so that all
questions were equivalently coded on the Likert Scale. With a sample size of 144
observations and 24 variables a stable factor solution was likely to be obtained. The
results of the Varimax orthogonal rotated factor loadings produced six factors which
accounted for 65% of the variance. Three items remained independent of these six
factors and of each other. Therefore, they were retained as sole representatives of
important dimensions and analysed individually. These six factors and three individual
variable items reflected the dimensions of (1) partner facilitation; (2) quality of
conversation; (3) positive attributions of partner; (4) comfort with strangers; (5) ability
·J

to talk freely (one factor and one variable item of facilitation by participant); (6)
encouraged partner to talk, (7) listened attentively to partner, and two individual variable
items of partner assessment, (8)

partner's contribution was enough, and (9) was

appropriate. As can be seen from the presentation of the pattern matrix in Table 3.7, the
first factor accounted for one third of the variance (33%) in the six factor solution. The
other five factors accounted for a further 10%, 7%, 6%, 5%, and 5% of the variance
respectively. The Carmine's Theta measure of internal consistency of the six factor
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Table 3.7
Factor Analyses of Conversation Questionnaire Items
[Observations

=144, ( N =48 times 3 conversations)]

Item
Factor 1: Facilitation by partner
8 Partner not verbose*
11 Able to get ideas across
7 Encouraged to talk
12 Not interrupted*
5 Discussed topics of interest
2 Listened to

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6

.77
.71
.68
.65
.63
.58

Factor 2: Quality of Conversation
22 Ease of Conversation*
10 Like to spend more time talking
21 Interesting conversation
16 Discussed topics of interest*
23 Rewarding conversation

.78
.71
.65
.64
.61

Factor 3: Positive Attributions of Partner
13 Competent
14 Trustworthy
15 Confident

.81
.79
.63

Factor 4: Comfort with Strangers
17 At ease talking with Strangers
19 Comfortable talking with men
20 Comfortable asking questions

.84
.72
.72

Factor 5: Ability to talk freely
4 Not Nervous*
18 Comfortable Talking with Women
3 Able to talk about things I wanted to*

.70
.61
.57
.88

Factor 6: 6 Encouraged partner to talk
Summary Statistics
Eigen Values
Explained Variance

7.85
32.73

Factor 7: 1 Listened attentively

.44

Factor 8: 9 Partner contributed enough*
Factor 9: 24 Appropriate contribution by partner
* Items reversed from negative valence

2.28
9.51

1.77
7.37

.43
.45

1.41
5.87

1.26
5.24

1.09
4.53
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solution was .91.
The means and standard deviations for the analysis of all six factors and the three
individual variable items are presented in Table 3.8. An inspection of the means from
descriptive analysis suggested that same-sex conversations were operating differently
from mixed-sex conversations. Therefore, separate 2 (Conversation: same-sex, mixedsex) by 2 (Gender: female, male) ANOVAs were used to determine the contribution of
gender groupings for each factor.

The results indicated a significant main effect of

gender for factors (1) Facilitation by partner, F (1,46)
participants (M = 2.17, SD

= . 75)

=

4.32, p <.05, with female

perceiving their partners to be more facilitative than

male participants (M= 2.55, SD = .75) perceived their partners to be; (6) Encouraged
·!

partner to talk, F (1,46), = 4.35, p <.05, where female participants (M = 2.41, SD =
1.1 0) perceived that they encouraged their partners to talk more than male participants
(M = 2.96, SD

=

1.28) perceived that they encouraged their partners to talk; (7)

Listened attentively: Female participants (M = 1.67, SD

=

.56), perceived that they

listened more attentively to their conversational partners than did male participants (M =
2.14, SD

=

.95), F (1,46 = 5.86, p <.05. Two partner assessment factors were also found

to be significant: (8) Partner contributed enough to the conversation: Female partners
(M 2.00, SD = 1.26) were more likely to state that their partners contributed well during
the conversation than were male participants (M = 2.59, SD = 1.14), F (1,46) = 4.15, p
<.OS. Female participants were also more likely to state that (9) their partner's

contribution was appropriate, (female M

=

1.86, SD

=

.91) than were male participants

(M = 2.28, SD = .89), F (1,46), = 4.09, p <.05. A significant main effect of conversation

was found for factor (9) Conversational appropriateness, F (1,46),

=

10.64, p <.01.

Table 3.8
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Means and Standard Deviations of Factors for Main and Interaction Effects
of Gender and Conversation
Female
Mean SD

Male
Mean SD

Factor 1: Facilitation by partner
Gender
2.17 * i!jg:.:~~j
2.55 *
Conversation
female
male
Factor 2: Quality of conversation
Gender
2.54 :jig:;:~g:·
2.65
Conversation
female
male
Factor 3: Positive attributions ofpartner
Gender
2.44 ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.
!O:iti& 2.63
Conversation
female
male
Factor 4: Comfort with strangers
Gender
3.06
::oo::;~~:
2.81
Conversation
female
male
Factor 5: Ability to talk freely
Gender
2.86 -:.:~:;,!~:
3.28
Conversation
female
male
Factor 6: Encouraged partner to talk
Gender
2.41 * ::·:~-~;]p:
2. 96 *
Conversation
female
male
Factor 7: Listened attentively
Gender
1.67 * :q_l~~~
2.14 *
Conversation
female
male
(Table 8 continued over page)

Same-sex
Mean SD

Mixed-sex
Mean SD

2.26
2.03
2.49

2.46
2.31
2.61

:.:g.[,:~~·:
a

a

i¥J.i9$!
2.49
2.57
2.42

*

2.70
2.51
2.89

:::aEi7

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·

2.43
2.35
2.52

2.63
2.53
2.73

2.97
3.11
2.82

2.91
3.01
2.81

3.11
2.88
3.33

3.03
2.83
3.22

2.63
2.42
2.83

2.74
2.40
3.08

1.94
1.63
2.25

1.86
1.70
2.02

::g,;~~~':

:,:,~:_;mg:

:::l-ig~='

::g·;g~

*
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Table 3.8 (Continued)

Factor 8: Partner contributed enough
Gender
2.00 * ·ijl~j!\~~:
2.59 * ::~:il,l~:~
Conversation
female
male
Factor 9: Appropriate contribution by partner
Gender
1.86 * ,:·gi.igi~!:
2.28 * :!lffi!i:~g:
Conversation
female
male
**p=<.Ol, *p=<.05,ap=<.l0

J

~

2.27
2.00
2.54

2.32
2.00
2.65

1.83 **:::(:)::,
1.58
2.08

2.5
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Partners' verbal contribution was perceived to be more appropriate in same-sex (M

=

1.83, SD = .91) than in mix-sex ( M = 2.31, SD .93) conversations. A trend was noted
for factor (1) Facilitation by Partner and (2) Quality of conversation where participants
perceived more facilitation to be occurring in same-sex dyads and men stating that the
quality of conversation was better in same-sex dyads compared to mixed-sex dyads.
However, these were not significant.
These results indicate that female and male participants differed in their appraisal
of their own and others' behaviour during the conversations. Women, more so than
men, perceived their conversational partners had been facilitative, had contributed well,
and had contributed appropriately. The women also perceived that they encouraged their
partners to talk and that they listened to them more so than men perceived themselves to
have encouraged or listened to their conversational partners.
It is possible that men generally gave less positive ratings than women hence the
difference. Although, if this were the case there would have been significant differences
on all nine factors and not on selected factors as has resulted. To test this further, a
MANOVA on all twenty four items of the questionnaire was conducted. If men were
giving consistently overall lower ratings than women then a main effect of gender would
be expected on all items. This analysis indicated significant gender differences on only
three items. There was no evidence that men generally gave lower ratings than women.
It is also worth noting that the mean scores recorded on the Likert Scale were all on the
positive side of the median point between agreement and disagreement. The results of
the factor analysis suggest that women engage in more positive meta-analysis of what is
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occurring during interactions and attribute greater facilitation to themselves and their
partners than do men.
Discussion

These results both support and clarify some aspects of the relationship between
gender and language found in Experiment I. First, for females, a greater amount of talk
by one partner was related to the more frequent use of minimal responses by the other.
This replicated the results of Experiment I where the effect of minimal responses had
been attenuated for male participants. It has been suggested that minimal responses are
generally taken as indicators to the speaker of the conversational partners' continued
interest and co-participation in topic development (Aries, 1996; Maltz & Borker, 1982).
Minimal responses such as sentence completions, brief requests for clarification, short
restatements and single words such as "mmhm", "yeah", "right" , and "oh" are believed
to provide feedback to the speaker as the speaker's turn progresses (Duncan, 1974). As
suggested by the variations in the amount of talk and length of utterance, it would
appear that the female participants in this experiment were interpreting the use of
minimal responses during conversation as verbal reinforcers and encouragement to talk.
However, it does not appear that male participants shared that interpretation, as in both
Experiment 1 and 2 minimal responses did not predict speaking time for male
participants.
These results suggest that women are more sensitive to the use of minimal
responses during conversation. One possible explanation is that women engage in a
different type of meta analysis of the goals and expectations of conversation. Minimal
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responses might have the effect of making the conversation more interactive, thereby
providing the necessary encouragement, acceptance and permission to speak.
It has been suggested that when men use minimal responses these are often

delayed in timing and thereby effectively convey disinterest to the speaking partner
(Coates, 1986). Moreover, it was noted when viewing the video tapes from Experiment
I, that minimal responses were sometimes used as a device to capture a speaking turn.
r

Although these functions were not coded in this sample it did not appear that minimal
responses functioned in this manner, thereby supporting such an interpretation. The
relationship between males' use of minimal responses and the increased amount of talk
by females indicated that minimal responses were interpreted by women as
encouragement to talk. If male participants had been using delayed minimal responses,
d

then a decrease in the amount of talk by female participants would have been expected.
Second, it is a fairly consistent finding that men talk more than women
(Crawford, 1995). However, there are exceptions. For example, in some situations such
as private settings, and contexts where women have more expertise regarding the topic
under discussion, women have been found to talk more (see James & Drakich, 1993 for
a review). The results from the MANOVA indicated that when all three conversations
were combined, the amount of talk between men and women did not differ, nor did it
differ in combined conversations of mixed-sex dyads. However, when the conversations
were analysed individually a pattern emerged that showed that women decreased their
amount of talk by the third conversation and at the same time men's amount of talk
increased by the third conversation. These results again confirm the disparity between
the female stereotype of talkative women and that which occurs in practice, that men
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talk more than women (Spender, 1989). Further to this, it is of interest that in the
questionnaire, men, more than women, rated their partners as not contributing
sufficiently to the conversation. This might have provided some qualitative explanation
for the disparity in amount of talk that occurred in the third conversation where men
talked more than women. It appeared that men expected both women and men to
contribute equally to the conversation, however, these results indicate that women and
men taking an equal share of the conversation is not likely to occur. It might be that men
expect women to take the initiative to talk more, whereas women expect some kind of
facilitation or encouragement. It has been suggested that male conversation is more
competitive, with "holding the floor" being the aim of conversation. However, the
results of the questionnaire appeared to be inconsistent with that contention and it might
be that men talk more when interacting with women simply because women talk less
when interacting with men as was evident in the gradual reduction in amount of talk
across the three conversations that finally reached significance in the third conversation.
Furthermore, it is thought that women are more concerned about politeness during
conversation than men are (Holmes 1995) and it might be that women hold to a
~

politeness code that induces some reticence or inhibition during conversation particularly
with men. This being the case, it is.· likely that this would be more apparent when
interacting with strangers.
The question remains, why do women talk less when talking with men? When
talking with strangers, people are often more self conscious about the smooth flow of a
conversation. Therefore, if someone is perceived as not forthcoming or talkative, the
other person might continue talking as a means of keeping the conversation going and
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savmg any embarrassment. It takes a greater degree of social skills to facilitate a
conversational partner when, for whatever reason, they are contributing less than the
partner is comfortable with. Moreover, it takes a greater degree of insight to understand,
or check out hypotheses, as to why the person is not talking. For example, are they just
shy, are they uncomfortable with the situation or topic of conversation? Are they being
given the opportunity to contribute at their level of interest? Do they feel threatened or
insecure? It is also possible that women are less comfortable about talking more than
men because this also entails a shift in focus and a greater degree of dominating the
conversation. The focus becomes centred on the one who is doing the most talking.
In this experiment, increased male talk was related to increased interruptions in
female but not male dyads. One possible explanation is that when men talked more, the
women became aware of this and interrupted as a means of gaining the speaking turn or
as a way of participating in the conversation instead of listening passively. Alternatively,
men may interpret interruptions as a competitive behaviour or as an indication of interest
in what they are saying. Men might respond by talking more, rather than interpreting
interruptions as a cue to allow the other person to have their say. It was interesting to
note that the strategy men used to talk more was to increase the length of their speaking
turn. This effectively reduced the number of questions men asked, which then provided
women with less opportunity and less facilitation during the conversation. It is not
surprising, therefore, that there was a correlation between women interrupting and men
talking more. Interruptions have traditionally been interpreted as dominance behaviour.
It might be that men are particularly sensitive to dominance attempts by women (Carli,

1989) and increase their talk accordingly. A further explanation might be that more talk
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by participants was viewed as a salient and desirable feature of the conversation.
Women might, therefore, have strategically used interruptions to ensure they 'performed
well' in the task.
Women were found to maintain their frequency of questions across all three
conversations which likely encouraged a greater amount of talk by men. Women's
/!

greater consistency in their conversational behaviours, regardless of sex of speaker or
conversational style used by a speaker has been evident in both Experiment 1 and 2.
The exception to this in the current studies was the amount of talk generated by women.
Third, as we have noted above, partner interruptions were found to be related to
increased amount of talk by the conversational participants. However, when

the

predictability of participant interruptions was examined, a different pattern emerged. It
was intuitive that the more a conversational partner talked the more opportunity and
incentive there was for the speaking partner to interrupt. However, if interruptions were
related to increased amount of talk per se, this relationship would be expected in all
dyadic combinations. This was in fact not the case and was true for females only in
mixed-sex conversations. Interruptions were not associated with any of the measured
behaviours in either same-sex female conversations or for males in general. Interruptions
have been extensively studied and earlier research has tended to associate interruptions
with a display of power, dominance and status differences (Zimmerman and West, 1975;
Coates, 1986). Interruptions have been defined as violations of the turn-taking rules of
conversation (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974). More recently the function of
interruptions as supportive and co-operative speech acts have been explored (see James
& Clarke, 1993, for a review). Although the frequencies of successful interruptions were
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not categorised into these individual functions in the current experiment, it was clear that
interruptions in general were something that women were responsive to during the
course of a conversation with the opposite sex. Therefore, it seems too simplistic to
attribute the use of interruptions as a display of power or status when men and women
are interpreting and possibly experiencing interruptions differently.
Furthermore, there was evidence of accommodation occurring during the
?'

conversations. More specifically, partner overlaps were found to be predictive of
participant overlaps suggesting some degree of accommodation occurring by both
women and men. However, this relationship was more specific to mixed-sex
conversation. There was also some indication that overlaps by males occurred when
females were less facilitative. That is, when women interrupted more and asked fewer
questions men were found to use more overlaps when speaking with women.
Experiment 1 also showed changes with a less facilitative female partner. This
relationship might suggest that when men overlapped women's speech, women
responded by interrupting more and asking fewer questions. This appears to be
supported by the observation that overlaps generally occurred just prior to what would
be classified as a transition relevant place. It appeared that overlaps occurred when the
listener made the assumption that the speaker was about to finish their speaking turn. If
the turn was not finished however, and the overlap became an intrusion, women might
interrupt to complete an utterance. The second instance of accommodation occurred
with the mean length of utterance. When one partner increased their length of speaking
turn their partner reciprocated. This was evident across all combinations of dyads.
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Previous research on the interpretation of language differences in communication
between men and women appears to assume that the conversation of each person is an
"{

independent event. Historically, little attention has been given to the interrelatedness of
the two participants within a conversation. For example, as Tannen (1994a) points out,
"Interpreting interruption as evidence of power and dominance assumes that
interruption is a single handed speech act, something one speaker does to
another" (p. 59).
When participants were categorised across three conversations into frequent and
infrequent users of minimal responses, it was found that those paired with high minimal
response users talked more and took longer speaking turns. They also interrupted more
and used fewer tags than their partners. Conversely, those paired with low minimal
response users interrupted and talked less, took shorter turns, and used more tag
questions than their partners. Hence, when one speaker was being facilitative, their
partner was being facilitated That is, when one partner assumed the role of facilitator
their partner relinquished this role and responded to their partners conversational
facilitation. On the other hand, this imbalance might suggest a greater involvement or
conversational effort on the part of one member of the dyad, or might reflect a difference
in the personal style of one of the pairs. This linguistic phenomena of an asymmetrical
display of speech characteristics has been noted elsewhere. For example, Freed and
Greenwood (1996; Fishman 1978, 1980) found that one member of a conversational pair
consistently used more you knows than the other. It is as though when one partner uses
these speech characteristics the other partner does not, or at least not to the same extent.
Therefore, observations that occur within a particular conversation might not be able to
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be generalised from one context to another due to the interactive and interrelated nature
of conversation styles and speech events. An individual who is displaying the role of
facilitator in one conversation may well relinquish that role in a different conversation.
Participants changed their behaviour from the first (same-sex) to the third
(mixed-sex) conversation. Interestingly, these changes were in the direction of gender
differences that have been observed in the literature. For example, by the third
conversation women significantly increased their use of minimal responses, decreased
their amount of talk, used shorter utterances and continued to ask questions across all
three conversations. In contrast, men decreased their use of minimal responses, increased
the amount they spoke over time, used longer utterances than women and marginally
decreased their frequency of questions by the third conversation. These changes
occurred as a function of time and suggest that participants reverted to a more gender
preferential speech pattern as they became more relaxed with the setting and the process
~

of the conversation. There was a potential confound between group type and order
because of the shift from same- to mixed-sex dyad composition. It is difficult, therefore,
to separate these factors. In addition, increased MLU would have influenced the amount
of talk by men and the corresponding response of increased minimal responses by
women in the third conversation. It appeared that women were taking a more facilitative
role in the third conversation as indicated by the increase in minimal responses and the
maintenance of questions. The increased amount of talk by men also supported this
proposition. Furthermore, this might suggest that participants were more concerned with
impression management early on in the conversations where they might be more
externally focused. As participants relaxed, they likely became less concerned about the
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impression they were making and became more internally focused and thereby interacted
in a style that was more informal and natural for them. Gender differences might be less
apparent in stranger situations but become more apparent over time. This process of
divergence is consistent with both accommodation theory (Giles, Mulac, Bradac, &
Johnson, 1987), and social identity theory (Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel, Sheikh, & Gardner,
1964), where categorising individuals into gender groups has the tendency to minimise
the perceived within-group variability of speech styles and where more stereotypic
speech roles are adopted, creating divergence. That is, when people first meet they are
concerned to be liked and accepted by the other person, and they therefore
accommodate to the other to increase the likelihood of acceptance occurring. As the
social interaction proceeds, impressions are formed and the process of divergence takes
place both at an individual level and at the level of gender.
It was surprising to observe that in the regression analysis, a decrease in

questions was associated with an increase in talk by female participants. It was
anticipated that questions would function in a facilitative manner and be perceived as
encouragement to talk. The results of this experiment possibly reflect that the majority of
questions used were closed questions. Thus they were used to seek specific information
rather than to extend or facilitate the partner's conversation. As suggested previously,
more advanced conversational skills might be required to frame questions in an open
ended format. When a question is open ended it does not force the partner to follow one
particular train of thought and allows them to offer as much or as little information as
they are comfortable with (Buckman, 1992). This type of questioning is particularly
important in the therapeutic situation where facilitation is expected to occur. At this
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point, further research is required to clarify the conversational partner's use of and
response to, open and closed questions. On the other hand, it might be that when
participants talked more there was less opportunity or necessity to ask questions.
It was of interest to note that the pattern of question asking changed over time

but that this change occurred for men only. Previous research has theorised that an
·I

increase in questions asked by women is associated with women performing more of the
conversational workload (Fishman, 1978, 1980). It has also been contended that such a
pattern may be related to men and women's different communicative styles (Tannen,
1990). In the present experiment it is possible that the decrease in frequency of questions
by men was simply a function of men talking more in the third conversation. Women and
men asked comparable numbers of questions in the previous two conversations where
their amount of talk was also comparable. This suggests that it is not appropriate to

-r
4

isolate a particular linguistic variable and make attributions based on frequency of
occurrence alone. It might be recalled that the interrelatedness of one variable with
another has previously been demonstrated to effect changes in frequency of use
regardless of gender of speaker or respondent.
A further factor that was considered likely to influence speech patterns and
conversational styles was that of the age of the participants. This was considered
important because of possible differences in socialisation patterns of the younger
generation of participants. In Experiment 1 the participants were University students of
a mean age of around 19-years. Experiment 2 recruited women and men between the
ages of 30-years and 60-years whose conversation styles were thought more likely to be
well established and less flexible than the younger age group. This factor, however, did
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not seem to influence the results. Similarities in responding by participants in both
experiments were able to be identified. For example, both age groups were responsive to
a more facilitative style of speaking and women in both experiments were more
responsive to the use of minimal responses.
As mentioned in Experiment I, care should be taken when inferring causal
mechanisms for the pattern of results obtained in this study. The direction of cause from
one speaker to another was not always possible to discern. For example, the negative
correlation between women talking more and men asking fewer questions might lead to
the conclusion that men reacted to women talking more by asking fewer questions.
%'

However, the relationship between women's increased talk and men asking fewer
questions might be artifactual in that when someone talks more there is less opportunity
or necessity to ask questions.
A further limitation of this study is the absence of a second same-sex

k<

conversation. This would have enabled a more adequate comparison of mixed- and
same-sex conversations. It would have also provided a further comparison with the
changes that were observed in mixed-sex conversations as a function of time spent
talking. A second same-sex conversation was considered. However, it would have
introduced a confound in that participants would not have been first time conversants as
they were in the mixed-sex dyads. Two extra same-sex male and female participants
would have remedied this but the facilities for accommodating four conversations at the
same time were not available.
Although there was no manipulation of the conversational styles in Experiment 2,
the laboratory situation of this study might have introduced more implicit formality into
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the context, raising participants' awareness and engagement in impression management.
This was likely to be enhanced because the participants were strangers meeting for the
first time. Neither would this study address the nature of conversational interactions
between friends or intimates. However, these results provide evidence of the significant
influence that one conversational participant's speech style has on their conversational
partner. These results further suggest that personal speech styles of individuals, in
addition to gender, influence changes in response patterns during verbal communication.
Moreover, the power to influence is not necessarily synonymous with the influence of
power or the influence of culture.
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CHAPTER4

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The role of a person's gender in language and communication has been the focus
of much research over the last 20 years. In mixed-sex conversations, gender has been
said to act as a diffuse status characteristic (Carli, 1990). That is, women have a
perceived lower status than men, and thus take on a more tentative role in conversations
with men. Therefore, men reap the benefits of a power structure inherent in sex role
definitions and behaviour (Lakoff, 1975). It has also been claimed that the differences in
language use are attributable to the evolution of two distinct subcultures formulating a
developmental based theory (Maltz & Barker, 1982; Tannen, 1986;1990). These two
theories have formed the basis of and inspiration for research that for the most part has
been unable to obtain consistent findings. However, this research has provided valuable
insight into the nature of gendered communication.
Some evidence has been obtained for conversational style differences in the
communication of women and men. However, the relative impact of speech style on
'"

conversants' speech behaviour was less well established. The research described in this
thesis investigated the relationship between speech style and gender during the
interactions of women and men in casual conversations between people who were not
previously acquainted. As was hypothesised, speech style was found to be a reliable
predictor of participant speech behaviour regardless of the gender of the conversant.
However, there were subtle differences in how women and men responded to the speech
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behaviour of their partners. Minimal responses were found to be significant predictors of
increased talk by women, whereas less talk by women predicted that their partners,
whether women or men, would talk more. Interruptions were predicted for women but
not men, and women were found to accommodate to their partner's style on more
variables than men. These key findings are highlighted in this final chapter. In addition
some ideological considerations including methodological and practical difficulties in
conducting these studies are discussed, and directions for future investigations identified.

Gender and Speech Style
The relationship between speech style and gender was examined in two major
studies described in this thesis. Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 demonstrated that
conversational style effected changes in the response pattern of the interlocutors
regardless of the interlocutor's gender. In Experiment 1, trained female and male
confederates interacting with female and male participants elicited a systematically
different pattern of participant responding using a facilitative or non-facilitative style of
speech. The behaviours that defined the facilitative speech style were those said to be
"

more characteristic of women, whereas the behaviours that defined the non-facilitative
speech style were those claimed to be more characteristic of men (Holmes, 1995).
Although women and men responded to the speech style more consistently than to the
gender of the person, in some instances women and men responded differently to the
same behaviours of their speaking partners. Men appeared to be more reactive to the
change in speech styles as was evidenced by their change in behaviour, such as
increasing their minimal response frequency when they spoke with facilitative female
confederates, and interrupting more when the other person talked more. On the other
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hand, women more so than men, maintained a consistent frequency of minimal responses
in Experiment 1, and a consistent frequency of questions in Experiment 2, regardless of
the speech style or the gender of their partner.
Experiment 2 also examined the relationship between speech style and gender,
but it did so in naturally occurring conversations between female and male strangers.
Comparisons between individuals categorised into high and low frequency minimal
response users, first, created two differing speech styles that closely simulated the
facilitative and non-facilitative speech styles ofExperiment 1. Second, this categorisation
enabled examination of other variables that co-occurred with high and low frequency
minimal response speech behaviour. These comparisons confirmed that individuals who
were paired with a facilitative conversational partner talked more than individuals paired
with a non-facilitative partner. In addition, partners were found to interrupt more, take
longer speaking turns, and use fewer tag questions when partnered with a facilitative
participant. Possible reasons for this were discussed in the previous chapter and will not
be reiterated here. However, these analyses support the basic tenet of this thesis, that the
individual speaking style of participants was likely to effect changes in the behaviour of
their speaking partners regardless ofthe person's gender.
Holtgraves and Lasky (1999) obtained similar results when they manipulated a
powerful and powerless audiotaped version of a message delivered by male and female
speakers. The powerless version was created by the addition of 12 hedges, 15
hesitations, and 9 tag questions. They found that participants were more in favour of the
message when exposed to the powerful version than when exposed to the powerless
version. This effect was obtained regardless of speaker or participant gender. The
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inclusion of a high frequency of hesitation markers in the powerless version was likely to
have effected an impact on persuasion more so than the hedges and tags. However, the
different responses of participants to these two different styles of message provides a
parallel to the current studies.
The finding that both women and men respond to the speaking partner's speech
style more than to their partner's gender suggests that each situation and context of
conversation is different and will elicit different behavioural responses from women and
).

men. This undoubtably accounts for some of the difficulties in obtaining consistent
findings in this area of research. Given these findings it would appear that there is a
considerable amount of gender bending of the 'cultural' differences when it comes to
what style of speech is used in what context and by what gender of speaker. This is
intuitive, in that for individuals to communicate effectively there needs to be a
considerable amount of similarity in speech style, otherwise, women and men would not
be able to communicate to the degree where meaningful relationships could occur. As
Cameron (1997) points out, what we classify as typical masculine and typical feminine
behaviour is identified because of a "larger cultural script" that provides the meaning and
typicality in each context. This cognitive stereotype or gender script is not necessarily
based on empirical evidence but on prototypic cognitive scripts that each of us have
?'

about the constructs of masculinity and femininity. An example of such a script was the
'fantastic mythology of femininity' as embodied in the movie star images of Marilyn
Monroe and Diana Dors, that is, it emphasised the mythology of the dumb blonde - the
helpless, but sexually objectified, female. This was not how most women behaved, or
looked, but it certainly was, and to some extent, in a modified version, maybe still is for
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some people, a powerful and active stereotype of cultural difference between women and
men. Differences are then amplified and become part of the gender 'script'. However, as
Ruth W odak ( 1997) suggests,
Such an unitary model of sexual character is a familiar part of sexual ideology
and serves to reify inequality between men and women in our society (p.3).
Therefore, the cultural differences between women and men perhaps exist more
in our philosophical ideologies which produce scripts about how women and men ought
to behave rather than on empirical evidence of how women and men really do behave.
Having said that, one is always able to find instances of behaviour that support these
very limiting stereotypes which makes it difficult to eradicate them from our minds and
therefore, our expectations. A further function of stereotypical scripts is that they are
used to differentiate masculinity from femininity. These stereotypes depict behaviours
that maximise the difference and against which we measure ourselves.
On the other hand, one is likewise able to find instances of gender behaviour that
deny these stereotypes, but because of our existing cognitive schemas or conceptual
frameworks that we fit information about the world into, these instances are not as well
remembered (Schwartz & Reisberg, 1991). Or they might be encoded in memory as a
novelty rather than a regular occurrence.
Amount of Talk

Research has indicated that women and men often differ in regard to the amount
that they talk in any given situation during adult conversation. That men talk more
during mixed-sex conversations has been fairly well documented. However, men talking
more than women is not always the case (James & Drakich, 1993). There have been a
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number of theories posited regarding the phenomenon of men's increased talk when with
women. First, it is considered that men are exploiting power and exercising dominance
over women and at the same time devaluing the conversational contribution of women.
Second, it is thought that women and men's different socialisation contributes to their
having different goals and expectations, and thereby women and men use talk in different
ways to achieve their respective goals. A third explanation is that differences in the
quantity of speech can be explained by the changes in the social context and social
structure of adult interactions (James & Drakich, 1993). In addition to these, the
findings of this thesis suggest that a facilitative speech style including the use of positive
and timely minimal responses predicts an increase in the amount that the conversational
partners will talk, regardless of the gender of their interlocutors.
If men's increased speaking time in mixed-sex conversations was due to

"

women's lower status, the speaking time of women would be influenced less by a
facilitative style of communication than by the partner's gender. Experiment 1 clearly
demonstrated that participants who interacted with a facilitative confederate spoke more
than those who interacted with a non-facilitative confederate and speaking time was
unaffected by gender. Therefore, speaking time was mediated by speech style rather than
confederate gender. This was also demonstrated in Experiment 2; when one of the pairs

I "
I

was behaving in a facilitative manner the other partner responded by talking more.
Participants paired with a facilitative speaker spent more time talking than those paired
with a non-facilitative speaker. Whether the facilitative speaker was male or female had
no effect on the amount participants talked.
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The amount of talk by conversants appears to be a sensitive measure. But the
question is sensitive to what? Whether one is male or female does not necessarily dictate
what their conversational style will be in any given situation. The aims and goals that
people have when entering a conversation are likely to impact on the outcome. For
example, a woman and man meeting for the first time and who might find themselves
}-

attracted to one another are both more likely to be more facilitative, polite and
accommodating toward one another thereby maximising their acceptance and like-ability.
This attenuating effect on conversational styles is also likely to occur when strangers
meet for the first time as in the current experiments. Berger (1975) demonstrated that
when strangers met for the first time they employed proactive attributions based on
information obtained during an interaction, and retroactive attributions using the
information obtained to formulate explanations about a persons behaviour. These
attributions serve to reduce the level of uncertainty and increase the level of
predictability during an interaction when strangers met for the first time. Therefore, it is
likely that a certain amount of impression management would occur in this social
context.
However, in the second experiment, amount of talk was found to change over
time as people responded to the many variables inherent in their conversational situation.
Despite a wide range of individual variation in the speech of both genders, by the third
conversation men spoke more and used longer utterances than women. New Zealand
men talking more and using longer utterances than New Zealand women has been found

_,,

in other studies. Easton (1994) found that men produced 70% ofthe words and women
30% during discussions at a dinner party. Although the men and women in Easton's
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study were both aware that the men had talked more, they had not perceived that the
men had talked so much and the women so little.
Social expectations of who talks, when and where they talk, and how much they
should talk, appear different for women and men. For example, James and Drackich
(1993) suggest that different stereotypes for women and men exist because men have
experienced women choosing to talk about topics that men would not choose to talk
about, and to talk at times that men would not choose to talk. This difference is due to
women and men's different areas of ability and competence, rather than a natural
dispositional characteristic inherent in women and men. Further to this, social, religious
and political beliefs about women, who they are and their place within society, have a
controlling effect on women's talk and women and men's attitudes to women's talk.
Henley and Kramarae (1991) suggest that,
Greater social power gives men the right to pay less attention to, or discount,
women's protests,

the right to be less adept at interpreting their

communications than women are at men's, the right to believe women are
inscrutable (p.27).
It is possible that control over the amount women talk in any given situation is

driven by this ideology and the corollary that women talk too much, when they are not
silent. For example, the use of minimal responses, interruptions, questions, silence,
length of conversation, and so on, have all been identified as being used to alter
outcomes in mixed-sex conversations. It is likely that men more so than women, feel
more comfortable about holding the floor during conversation because society (women
and men) gives them permission to do so. This was and still is, evident in the rhetoric
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and practice exhibited in formal situations and ceremonies both in Maori and Pakeha
cultures. This privileged position that men have, and to some extend still guard, is
reinforced and maintained by covert behaviour that women find punishing but are not
willing to expose because of further unpleasant consequences. Such behaviours are often
difficult to identify. For example, at a recent PhD graduation party, I was standing
talking with a stranger with whom I discovered a number of shared interests. The
person's spouse joined us and was introduced. In a bid to include them in the current
conversation the focus became intractably centred on the spouse's interests. That in itself
was fine and interesting. However, when the focus returned to the original conversation
the spouse autocratically suggested it was time to go home. The focus then shifted back

"'!

to the spouse and the conversation continued for some time. This little dance of
dominance or control went on for a further three circuits of the floor. Each time the
focus was removed from the spouse they suggested it was time to go and would
accompany this with a light but insistent pushing on the arm of the partner. This is not
the kind of interaction that is often captured in the laboratory but it is an example of the
~

domination of one speaker over another speaker when floor shifts occur. In the interests
of politeness, decorum, and face maintenance, the partner was more likely to comply
because not to, would have not only turned an intimate exchange into a more public
exchange, but may have resulted in further cost or more unpleasant consequences for
J

one or both parties. It is particularly difficult to capture these dimensions in laboratory
studies because people know they are under observation and this has the effect of
attenuating their social behaviours.
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Interruptions

Research on interruptions has been a focus of much interest over many decades
and has been studied in the context of a wide range of behaviours in both children and
adult same-and mixed-sex interactions (for a review see James and Clarke, 1993).
Interruptions have been described as one of the mechanisms by which the inequality
between women and men enters casual conversation (Zimmerman & West, 1975).
However, James and Clarke (1993) argue that there is insufficient evidence to support a
conclusion that men interrupt more than women.
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that the interruption frequency of women was
not significantly different from the interruption frequency of men. This continued to hold
true in the third conversation of the second experiment where there were changes
towards more stereotypical speech styles observed in this mixed-sex interaction. There
was also further evidence that women and men accommodated to their partners' use of
interruptions. That is, in the non-facilitative speech style of Experiment 1, the more
confederates interrupted participants, the more participants would interrupt the
~

confederates.
However, further investigation revealed that women and men appeared to
respond to interruptions in a different manner. Experiment 1 demonstrated that when

'r

male participants were interrupted they would not only interrupt as the female
participants did, but they would talk more. In Experiment 2, male interruptions were not
predicted by any of the partner measures but men talking more and interrupting less
when with women partners, predicted that women would interrupt more. This indicated
that women might use interruptions as a strategy to gain the speaking floor, when men
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talk too much. The overall frequency of interruptions exhibited in both Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 was extremely low. This again might indicate higher levels of impression
management exhibited in situations where conversants are observed.
Minimal Responses
Minimal responses have been thought to have a facilitative function during
conversation (Holmes, 1995). Both Experiment 1 and 2 support this theory in three
different types of analyses. First, in Experiment 1, participants were found to talk more
~

in the facilitative condition where confederates used positive and frequent minimal
responses. Second, when participants were categorised into high and low frequency
minimal response users their partners were found to talk more; and third, when the three
conversations of Experiment 2 were analysed across time men were found to talk more
and women were found to have increased their minimal response frequency. Moreover,
minimal responses by women and men were positively related to increased talk by
~

women but not by men.
This suggests that women more than men are aware of the presence or absence
of minimal responses and therefore, perhaps of general conversational facilitation. This
was evident in the regression analyses of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, where
the relationship of minimal responses to increased speaking time existed for women, but
not for men. This does not mean that men do not respond to facilitation as this was
clearly evident in the speech style effect ofExperiment 1. However, it appears that their
amount of talk was not directly related to the use of minimal responses. These findings
further clarify the functional impact of minimal responses per se. Whether or not the
frequency of minimal responses increased linearly with the amount of talk of the partner,
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which was likely to contribute to the relationship of these two variables, the fact remains
that this functional relationship exists and has been demonstrated in both experiments.
Minimal responses, well used, give immediate feedback that the person is attending and
listening; however, they need to be used judiciously to obtain the maximum effect.
Questions

Questions are part of every conversation and their form and function during
conversation are many and varied. Sometimes they are used to gain information and
sometimes they are rhetorical; sometimes they are part of an adjacency pair and other
times stand alone. Questions are used as a means of providing information about the
~

world as well as information about the listener's life and emotions (see Freed, 1994 for a
review). No main effects for questions were found in Experiment 2, however, when the
changes in conversational style were measured over time, across the three conversations,
'1

it was found that men marginally decreased their frequency of questions asked. Women
on the other hand maintained a comparable level of questions throughout all three
conversations. Regression analyses revealed an interesting relationship of questions to
other measured variables. They indicated that a decrease in overlaps, MLU, and
questions predicted an increase in partner questions. It was further indicated that in
female participant dyads, with a male partner, increased amount of talk was also related
to increased questions by women but was not so in any other dyad combination. This
possibly reflects the effects of the third conversation where men in mixed-sex dyads
talked more than their female partners.
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Gender and Accommodation

Speech accommodation theory helps explain many of the cognitive, affective and
motivational processes underlying speech convergence and divergence. Based on prior
research (see Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Fitzpatrick et al., 1995; Mulac, et al., 1988) it was
predicted that female participants would converge towards the confederate behaviour to
a greater extent than would male participants. This relationship proved to be more
complex. Experiment 1 and 2 provided evidence that both men and women
accommodated to the speech style of their conversational partner. That is, they engaged
in reciprocal speech behaviours. In Experiment 1, participants accommodated to the
confederates speech style in their rate of interruptions, particularly in same-sex dyads,
and instances of looking away. Male participants also accommodated in their frequency
for minimal responses but only when talking with a female confederate. Participants in
Experiment 2 demonstrated reciprocal behaviours when conversants overlapped their
partner's speech and_ when they used longer utterances during conversations. It is
interesting that these reciprocal processes have occurred, for both women and men, on
interruptions, overlaps, length of speaking turn and looking away. In general terms, these
behaviours would all be categorised as functioning in a non-facilitative manner.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is the conversant's interpretation of the partner's
behaviour that is critical to its impact. It is not known how these variables were being
interpreted, however, this would suggest that non-facilitative variables are more salient
features of a conversation than are facilitative variables. Facilitative variables are likely to
be taken for granted and pass relatively unnoticed, because they tend to result in a more
positive outcome. The exception to this was men accommodating to facilitative female
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partners but not facilitative male partners in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1 the
frequency of minimal responses used by confederates was in excess of the frequency that
was used by participants in Experiment 2 and likely contributed to this finding.
<4

Jones, Gallois, Callan and Barker (1999) further develop the concept of
communication accommodation theory and discuss the need for distinction between
accommodation behaviour and the communication strategies that drive this behaviour.
Jones et al., develop the concept of "attuning" which describes conversational strategies
that are employed to make the interaction more equal. It is possible that when a
conversational partner is displaying non-facilitative behaviour in particular, one way of
making the conversation more equal is to engage in those same behaviours.
Methodological and Practical Difficulties Encountered

One of the motivating forces of the study of gender and language is women's
~

harmful experience of inequality, inequitable distribution of resources and workplace
positions, and the resistance to women's efforts to change the political and social status
quo. Benokraitis, in her book Subtle Sexism (1997), "portrays a social world in which
women find their competence questioned, their ideas ignored or ridiculed, and their
efforts to win social acceptance rebuffed - by men and even by other women - simply
because of gender" (review by Boggs and Jansma, 1999 p. 230). Kotthoff and Wodak
(1997 p. x) explain the difficulty in studying the concept of power in that "Male
dominance has become naturalised in the institutions of power", rather than in the
presence of overt dominance behaviours by men.
A relevant parallel to the study of gender relations is the relationship between
Pakeha and Maori in both New Zealand politics and society. It is very difficult for
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Pakeha, who are part of the dominant culture, to be fully aware of all aspects of their
behaviour that are subjugating to Maori. It is similarly difficult for men who are part of a
dominant social group to be aware of their own expressions of superiority and
discriminatory behaviours. Awareness is the starting point from which to move on and
studies in gender and language provide this awareness.
Recent works have shown that men with more traditional beliefs about women's
place in relation to men tend to exhibit a more gender preferential speech style and are
less accommodating towards females during conversation (Fitzpatrick et al. 1995). This
is not so much a problem with their use of language but with the inherent attitudes
regarding the role differentiation. This is then expressed in verbal and non-verbal
communications with women and men, which serves to reinforce their own beliefs and
confirm the beliefs of others. An obvious place to observe some of the mechanisms by
which these inequalities take place is in the language that people use.
However, one of the difficulties encountered in studying communication between
women and men is obtaining control over the many variables that operate during
conversation. Studying language variables and their relationship to one another provides
us with valuable empirical information about the nature of casual conversation between
women and men. However, the experience of gendered communication is more difficult
r

to capture because it is not a static entity and changes with different people,
circumstance, and context. Individual values placed on politeness, courtesy, indirectness,
face saving, personal and cultural attitudes towards others and the other sex, are but a
few of the components of gendered conversation. There is also a considerable individual
variation in the level of social skill and occupational experience that women and men
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bring to their conversational interactions. All these variables coalesce to interact m
casual conversation, conversation with intimates, and in conversation with strangers.
The main issue, however still remains a practical one in that women experience
·.J

disadvantage in various ways because of their gender. Language is an obvious starting
place for analysis in an attempt to discover the mechanisms by which this disadvantage
occurs. Having said that, the medium - language, is itself not necessarily the received
message. Meaning is something that is imposed and interpreted by both speaker and
listener alike using cues obtained not only from verbal and non-verbal language, but also
from the tone of voice, grammatical construction and emphasis placed on different
words, from the context of the conversation, from who the speaker is in relation to the
listener and so on.
Studying the effects of conversational style by having trained confederates
interact with naive participants overcame some of these difficulties and had certain
advantages. First, it made it possible to vary gender and style orthogonally with the
direction of causality able to be clearly established. Further to this, observing natural
conversations in Experiment 2 enabled comparison with that data. In some instances
interpretation of the data was difficult, especially when one attempted to maintain a
logical and consistent explanation for what were very intricate and complex
relationships.
It is one thing to experience gender bias in conversation. It is a different matter
entirely to obtain concrete evidence of that bias that is empirically testable. Gender
inequalities in conversation are often empirically elusive. This is particularly so in New
Zealand where people are very aware that there is an expectation that their language be
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"politically correct". This creates a situation where people make a concerted effort to
modify their speech behaviours when they are being observed.
Further difficulties encountered were the time consuming nature of working with
conversational data. It is an enormous task to record, transcribe, code, analyse, and
interpret such data. Further to this, psychologists working with language are required to
become familiar with the principle concepts of other disciplines such as Linguistics. This
places implicit demands on working with conversational data that increases the enormity
of the task.
Future Directions

The results of these studies clearly indicate that we need to move beyond
analyses that focus on gender differences that emphasis masculinity and femininity as
binary opposites. This dualism of binary opposites, is a variation on a theme that
supports the original inequalities. Popular books such as You just don 't understand
(Tannen, 1990) and Men are from Mars, women are from Venus (Gray, 1992) are
examples of the representation of women and men in these dualistic forms. Women and
men understand very well and at the same time dwell on planet Earth. Gender
miscommunication is in danger of becoming a euphemism for political advantage in
mixed-sex communication. DeFrancisco (1997) suggests that "power be placed at the
center of analysis and that gender, race, ethnicity, social class, age, sexual orientation,
and other social categories be examined as political tools for oppression" (p. 39). Further
to this she correctly suggests that research on gender and language be placed in the
larger frame of global human rights. In keeping with this there needs to be a future
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emphasis on the contextualisation of mutual influence, response, and change that occurs
during the process of communication.
The results of this thesis demonstrated that conversation between women and
men is more complex than either the 'diffuse status' or 'sub-cultural' developmental
theories suggest. These results indicated that the participants' speech style, rather than
their gender, was a more reliable predictor of their conversational partner's speech
behaviour. If women and men increase their orientation towards a more universally
facilitative speech style it is likely that they will find their conversations mutually
satisfying and rewarding and the impact of gender on conversation will become
increasingly less obvious.
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TOPIC 1:

DUNEDIN

You are both currently living in Dunedin and studying at the University of Otago.
What are your impressions of Dunedin and of the University. What do you enjoy or not
enjoy, what changes would you like to make.
You may take a minute to note on the card provided some ideas you wish to talk
about. Your discussion will last for 7 minutes.

TOPIC 2:

HOLIDAY

Some university students are visiting New Zealand from overseas and it is your
task to plan an itinerary for their visit. Choose seven stops with corresponding activities
that your travellers will participate in. Their visit is two weeks long.
Use the card provided to note your ideas. You have one minute before your
conversation commences. Your discussion will last for 5 minutes.

Reverse Topic Order

TOPIC 1:

HOLIDAY

Some university students are visiting New Zealand from overseas and it is your
task to plan an itinerary for their visit. Choose seven stops with corresponding activities
that your travellers will participate in. Their visit is two weeks long. You may take a
minute to note on the card provided some ideas you wish to talk about. Your discussion
will last for 7 minutes.
TOPIC 2:

.'

DUNEDIN

You are both currently living in Dunedin and studying at the University of Otago.
What are your impressions of Dunedin and of the University. What do you enjoy or not
enjoy, what changes would you like to make. Use the card provided to note your ideas.
You have one minute before your conversation commences. Your discussion will last for
5 minutes.

'
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Subject ID .............. .
Age ....... years ........ months.
Sex: M or F
Sex of Conversational Partner. ........... (M or F)

Condition: F or NF
Date:
Topic Order: DIH or HID

Please rate all items on a scale of 1-7 (1 being Strongly Agree; 7
please use the full range of the scale.
1.

I see myself as a very polite person?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------moderately
agree

Strongly
agree

.'

Strongly
disagree

2. I consider it important to be very direct with people?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.-------4

Strongly
agree

•

•

•

•

moderately
agree

3. I consider myself a good listener?
1
2
3
4
5

Strongly
disagree

6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

~

4. I generally find it easy talking with strangers?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

moderately
agree

Questions about today's conversation:
5.I felt comfortable speaking with the other person today?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
4

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

moderately
agree

6. This person was easy to talk with?
1
2
3
4
5

7

6

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

=

Strongly disagree)
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7. This person gave me plenty of opportunity to talk?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------Strongly
moderately
Strongly
agree
agree
disagree
8. I was very satisfied that I was able to convey my point of view?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------moderately
Strongly
Strongly
agree
disagree
agree
9. This person was attentive when I spoke?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------moderately
agree

Strongly
agree
'

Strongly
disagree

<

10. This person frequently interrupted me when I was talking?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Strongly
moderately
Strongly
agree
agree
disagree
•

1

•

•

•

'

"
"~

0

'}

11. This person made it difficult to present my ideas?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.
-------- .-------- .-------- .-------- .-------- .-------moderately
Strongly
Strongly
agree
disagree
agree
12. This person was a very likeable person in my opinion?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

13. This person was extremely polite in my opinion?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.
-------- .-------- .-------- .-------- .-------- .-------moderately
Strongly
Strongly
agree
disagree
agree
14. I consider this person to be trustworthy?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------- ..-------Strongly
moderately
Strongly
agree
agree
disagree
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15. This person agreed with me most of the time?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

16. This person appears to be very competent?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

17. I enjoyed this conversation a lot?
1
2
3
4 .
5

Strongly
disagree

6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree
<

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

¥

18. This person understood me very well?
1
2
3
4
5
.
.
.
.

6

7

.

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree
I.

~

~

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree
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APPENDIXC

Educational and Occupational Demographics
of Participants in Experiment 2
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Participant Occupation and educational level.
Occupation

'

y

\

'

"

Female Participants
Self employed (student)
Real Estate Sales Person
Real Estate Sales Person
Student
Computer Support
Assistant Accountant
Operating Theatre
Primary Teacher
Practice Nurse
Computer Operator
Receptionist
Kindergarten Teacher
Univ. Lecturer
Homemaker
Registered Nurse
Banking Consultant
Primary Teacher
T.V. Director
Dress Making
Secretary
Student/PhD
Secretary
Student/Theology
Cleaning Supervisor
Male Participants
Taxi Driver
Student
Bus Driver
Quantity Surveyor
Post Grad Student
Unemployed/
Polisher
Baker
Teaching Fellow/PhD
Self Employed
Carpenter
Engraver/Badgemaker
Scientist
Service Manager

Education

B.Comm!Law
School Cert.
B.Sc./ Dip.B.St/ Teaching Dip
Univ. Ent.!Law
School Cert.
Secondary School (3 years)
Reg. StaffNurse
PGDip.(Ed)
Advanced Dip. ofNursing
6th Form Cert.
Teaching Cert.
B.Ed Dip. Teaching
Masters Degree
School Cert.
RGON
Univ. Entrance
Dip. H. Sc.
Univ. Entrance
Univ. Entrance
6th Form Cert.
M.Ed.
B.A
3yrs Secondary School

Univ. Ent.
LLB
B. Theology
ANZIQS
BARons
Secondary School Clerical 3 years
Car Fenders Academy Course
School Cert.
Hans. Degree
NZCE( Civic)
Secondary Sch.
Univ. Entrance
PhD.
Trade Butcher
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Male Participants (Continued)

,j

Branch Manager
TelecomNZ
BP. Forecourt attendant
Land Surveyor
Mechanic
Shop Salesperson
Teacher
Firefighter
Retail Salesperson
Accountant
Firefighter

'

"

'!'-

'

Dip. in Management (unfinished)
Junior Public exam (Aust)
Masters Surveying
2yrs Secondary School
Advanced Dip. in Teaching
School Cert.
Univ. Entrance
B.Comm
School Cert.
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INFORMATION SHEET
This study was designed to examine characteristics of informal conversation, as
well as the judgements and evaluations that individuals make when they engage in
conversation with someone they have met for the first time. You will be asked to engage
in three 8-minute conversations, each of which takes place with a different person. The
conversations will be video- and audio-taped for later analysis. After each brief
conversation, you will be asked to take a few minutes to fill out a questionnaire about
you evaluation of the conversation, the other person's contribution, and your own
contribution to the conversation. Overall, this will take less than an hour of your time.
We will give you ten dollars towards your travel costs getting to the University.
,Y .1-

All information collected during this study will be kept strictly confidential and will be
used for research purposes only, by the experimenters. If you agree to take part in this
study, you are free to withdraw your consent at any time, without consequence to
yourself. Upon completion of the study, all video - audio- tapes of conversations will be
erased.
This research is being conducted by Annette Hannah (PhD Student) under the
supervision of Dr Tamar Murachver. Please feel free to contact Dr Murachver about any
matter associated with this research.

The Ethics Committee of the University of Otago has reviewed and approved this
project.
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APPENDIXE

Conversation Questionnaire used in Experiment 2
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Social Impressions Questionnaire
Please rate all items on a scale of 1-7 (1 being Strongly Agree; 7
please use the full range of the scale.
1. I felt that I listened attentively to the other person?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

2. I felt that I was attentively listened to by the other person?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.
--------·--------·--------·--------·--------·-------Strongly
moderately
Strongly
agree
agree
disagree
Comment what gave you this impression.
3. There were things that I wanted to talk about but didn't?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

4. I felt nervous during this conversation?
1
2
3
4
5
.
.
.
.

6

7

.

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

5. I felt that I was able to discuss topics of interest to me?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

6. I encouraged the other person to talk?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
-------- ..-------- ..-------- .. -------- ..-------- ..-------Strongly
moderately
Strongly
agree
agree
disagree
7. I felt encouraged to talk by the other person?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.-------•

Strongly
agree

•

•

moderately
agree

•

0

Strongly
disagree

=

Strongly disagree)
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8. I felt the other person talked too much?
1
2
3
4
5

6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

9. I felt the other person did not contribute enough?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

r

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

10. I would like to have spent more time talking to this person?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

11. I felt I was able to get my ideas across?
1
2
3
4
5
6
.
.
.
.
.

7

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree
1

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

'

cr

12. This person interrupted me when I was speaking?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

s-1

L

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

13. This person appeared to be very competent?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

14. This person appeared to be very trustworthy?
1
2
3
4
5
6
.
.
.
.
.

7

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

15. This person appeared to be very confident?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree
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16. I felt that I talked about topics the other person was interested in?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

17. I generally find it easy talking with strangers?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

18. I generally feel comfortable talking with women?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.
.
.
.
.

--------.--------.--------.--------.--------.--------

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

19. I generally feel comfortable talking with men?
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

20. I generally feel comfortable asking people questions?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

21. I found this conversation interesting?
1
2
3
4
5

Strongly
disagree

7

6

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

22. I found it hard work keeping this conversation going?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------I ~

Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree
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23. I found this conversation rewarding?
1
2
3
4
5

7

6

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

24. I felt the other person's contribution to the conversation was appropriate?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
?

--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------Strongly
agree

:It

>

"

moderately
agree

Strongly
disagree

